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Section I. Instructions to Bidders
A.

5.5

General
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Scope of Bid
1.1 The Procuring Entity indicated in the Bid Data Sheet (BDS), invites bids by the issue of
this Bidding Document for the supply of Goods and Related Services incidental thereto as
specified in Section 6, Statement of Requirement. These Instructions to Bidders shall be
read in conjunction with the BDS. The subject of procurement, the procurement reference
number, and number of lots of this Bidding Document are provided in the BDS.
1.2 The Bidding Document is issued under the procurement method indicated in the BDS.
1.3 Throughout these Bidding Documents:
(a)
the term “in writing” means communicated in written form with proof of receipt;
(b)
if the context so requires, singular means plural and vice versa; and
(c)
“day” means calendar day.
Source of Funds
2.1 The Procuring Entity has an approved budget from public funds toward the cost of the
procurement described in the BDS. The Procuring Entity intends to use these funds to
place a contract for which these Bidding Documents are issued.
2.2 Payments will be made directly by the Procuring Entity and will be subject in all respects
to the terms and conditions of the resulting contract placed by the Procuring Entity.
Fraud and Corruption
3.1 The Government requires that Procuring Entities, as well as Bidders and Suppliers
under government-financed contracts, observe the highest standard of ethics during the
procurement and execution of such contracts. In pursuance of this policy, the Government:
(a)
defines, for the purposes of this provision, the terms set forth below as follows:
(i)
“corrupt practice” means the offering, giving, receiving or soliciting, directly or
indirectly, of anything of value to influence the action of a public official in the
procurement process or in contract execution;
(ii)
“fraudulent practice” means a misrepresentation or omission of facts in order
to influence a procurement process or the execution of a contract;
(iii) “collusive practices” means a scheme or arrangement between two or more
Bidders, with or without the knowledge of the Procuring Entity, designed to
establish prices at artificial, noncompetitive levels; and
(iv) “coercive practices” means harming or threatening to harm, directly or
indirectly, persons or their property to influence their participation in a
procurement process, or affect the execution of a contract.
(b)
will reject a recommendation for award if it determines that the Bidder recommended
for award has, directly or through an agent, engaged in corrupt, fraudulent, collusive
or coercive practices in competing for the contract in question; and
(c)
will debar a Bidder from participation in public procurement for a specified period
of time if it at any time determines that the firm has engaged in corrupt, fraudulent,
collusive or coercive practices in competing for, or in executing, a contract.
Eligible Bidders
4.1 A Bidder may be a natural person, private entity, government-owned entity—subject to
ITB Sub-Clause 4.5 - or any combination of them with a formal intent to enter into an
agreement or under an existing agreement in the form of a joint venture, consortium, or
association. In the case of a joint venture, consortium, or association, unless otherwise
specified in the BDS, all parties shall be jointly and severally liable.
4.2 This Invitation for Bids is open to all suppliers from eligible source countries as defined
in Section 5, Eligible Countries. A Bidder shall be deemed to have the nationality of a
country if the Bidder is a citizen or is constituted, incorporated, or registered and operates in
conformity with the provisions of the laws of that country. This criterion shall also apply to
the determination of the nationality of proposed subcontractors for any part of the Contract
including related services.
4.3 A Bidder shall not have a conflict of interest. All Bidders found to be in conflict of interest
shall be disqualified. A Bidder may be considered to have a conflict of interest with one or
more parties in this bidding process, if they are associated or have been associated in the
past, directly or indirectly, with a firm or any of its affiliates which have been engaged by
the Government of Malawi to provide consulting services for the preparation of the design,
specifications, and other documents to be used for the procurement of the goods to be
purchased under this Invitation for Bids.
4.4 A firm that is under a declaration of suspension by the Office of the Director of Public
Procurement in accordance with ITB Clause 3.1 (c), at the date of the deadline for bid
submission or thereafter, shall be ineligible.
4.5 Government-owned enterprises shall be eligible if they can establish that they are legally
and financially autonomous, operate under commercial law, and are not a dependent
agency (directly or indirectly) of the Procuring Entity or the Government of Malawi.
4.6 Bidders shall provide such evidence of their eligibility satisfactory to the Procuring Entity, to
verify that the bidder:
(i)
has the legal capacity to enter into a contract;
(ii)
is not insolvent, in receivership, bankrupt or being wound up, not have had their
business activities suspended and not be the subject of legal proceedings for any of
the foregoing; and
(iii) has fulfilled their obligations to pay taxes according to the tax laws of their country
of registration.
4.7 In order to demonstrate compliance with the criteria in ITB Sub-Clause 4.6, a Bidder shall
submit with its Bid:
(i)
a copy of its annual tax clearance certificate;
(ii)
appropriate documentary evidence demonstrating its compliance; and
(iii) such other documentary evidence as may be specified in the BDS.
Eligible Goods and Related Services
5.1 All goods and related services to be supplied under the Contract shall have as their country
of origin an eligible country in accordance with Section 5, Eligible Countries.
5.2 For purposes of this Clause, the term “goods” includes commodities, raw materials,
machinery, equipment, and industrial plants; and “related services” includes services such
as insurance, installation, training, and initial maintenance.
5.3 The term “country of origin” means the country where the goods have been mined, grown,
cultivated, produced, manufactured, or processed; or through manufacture, processing, or
assembly, another commercially recognised article results that differs substantially in its
basic characteristics from its imported components.
5.4 The nationality of the firm that assembles, distributes, or sells the goods shall not determine
their origin.

B.

If so required in the BDS, the Bidder shall demonstrate that it has been duly authorised by
the Manufacturer of the Goods to supply, in the Republic of Malawi the Goods indicated in
its bid.

Contents of Bidding Document
6.

Sections of Bidding Document
6.1 The Bidding Document consists of Parts 1, 2, and 3, which include all the Sections
indicated below, and should be read in conjunction with any Addenda issued in accordance
with ITB Clause 8.

Part 1

Bidding Procedures

• Section 1

Instructions to Bidders (ITB)

• Section 2

Bid Data Sheet (BDS)

• Section 3

Evaluation and Qualification Criteria

• Section 4

Bidding Forms

• Section 5

Eligible Countries

Part 2

Supply Requirements

• Section 6

Statement of Requirements

Part 3

Contract

• Section 7

General Conditions of Contract (GCC)

• Section 8

Special Conditions of Contract (SCC)

• Section 9

Contract Forms

6.2
6.3

6.4

C.

The Invitation to Bid is not part of the Bidding Document.
The Procuring Entity is not responsible for the completeness of the Bidding Documents and
their addenda if they were not obtained directly from the Procuring Entity. Bidders who did
not obtain the Bidding Document directly from the Procuring Entity may be rejected during
evaluation. Where a Bidding Document is obtained from the Procuring Entity on a Bidder’s
behalf, the Bidder’s name must be registered with the Procuring Entity at the time of sale
and issue.
The Bidder is expected to examine all instructions, forms, terms, and specifications in the
Bidding Documents. Failure to furnish all information or documentation required by the
Bidding Documents may result in the rejection of the bid.

7.

Clarification of Bidding Documents
7.1 A prospective Bidder requiring any clarification of the Bidding Documents shall contact
the Procuring Entity in writing at the Procuring Entity’s address indicated in the BDS. The
Procuring Entity will respond in writing to any request for clarification, provided that such
request is received no later than fourteen (14) days prior to the deadline for submission
of bids. The Procuring Entity shall forward copies of its response to all Bidders who have
acquired the Bidding Documents directly from it, including a description of the inquiry but
without identifying its source. Should the Procuring Entity deem it necessary to amend the
Bidding Documents as a result of a clarification, it shall do so following the procedure under
ITB Clause 8 and Sub-Clause 24.2.

8.

Amendment of Bidding Documents
8.1 At any time prior to the deadline for submission of bids, the Procuring Entity may amend
the Bidding Documents by issuing addenda.
8.2 Any addendum issued shall be part of the Bidding Documents and shall be communicated
in writing to all Bidders who have obtained the Bidding Documents directly from the
Procuring Entity.
8.3 To give prospective Bidders reasonable time in which to take an addendum into account in
preparing their bids, the Procuring Entity may, at its discretion, extend the deadline for the
submission of bids, pursuant to ITB Sub-Clause 24.2

Preparation of Bids
9.

Cost of Bidding
9.1 The Bidder shall bear all costs associated with the preparation and submission of its Bid,
and the Procuring Entity shall not be responsible or liable for those costs, regardless of the
conduct or outcome of the bidding process.

10.

Language of Bid
10.1 The Bid, as well as all correspondence and documents relating to the bid exchanged by
the Bidder and the Procuring Entity, shall be written in English. Supporting documents
and printed literature that are part of the Bid may be in another language provided they are
accompanied by an accurate translation of the relevant passages in English, in which case,
for purposes of interpretation of the Bid, such translation shall govern.

11.

Documents Comprising the Bid
11.1 The Bid shall comprise the following:
(a)
Bid Submission Sheet and the applicable Price Schedules in accordance with ITB
Clauses 12, 14, and 15;
(b)
Bid Security, in accordance with ITB Clause 21;
(c)
alternative bids, if permissible, in accordance with ITB Clause 13;
(d)
written confirmation authorising the signatory of the Bid to commit the Bidder, in
accordance with ITB Clause 22;
(e)
documentary evidence in accordance with ITB Clause 16 establishing the Bidder’s
eligibility to bid;
(f)
documentary evidence in accordance with ITB Clause 17, that the Goods and
Related Services to be supplied by the Bidder are of eligible origin;
(g)
documentary evidence in accordance with ITB Clauses 18 and 30, that the Goods
and Related Services conform to the Bidding Documents;
(h)
documentary evidence in accordance with ITB Clause 19 establishing the Bidder’s
qualifications to perform the contract if its Bid is accepted; and
(i)
any other document required in the BDS.

12.

Bid Submission Sheet and Price Schedules

12.1 The Bidder shall submit the Bid Submission Sheet using the form furnished in Section 4,
Bidding Forms. This form must be completed without any alterations to its format, and
no substitutes shall be accepted. All blank spaces shall be filled in with the information
requested, which includes:
(a)
the reference of the Bidding Document and the number of each addenda received;
(b)
a brief description of the Goods and Related Services offered;
(c)
the total bid price;
(d)
any discounts offered and the methodology for their application;
(e)
the period of validity of the bid;
(f)
a commitment to submit a performance security and the amount;
(g)
a declaration of nationality of the Bidder;
(h)
a declaration that the Bidder, including all parties comprising the Bidder, is not
participating, as a Bidder, in more than one bid in this bidding process; except for
alternative bids in accordance with ITB Clause 13;
(i)
confirmation that the Bidder has not been declared ineligible or suspended by the
Government of Malawi Office of the Director of Public Procurement;
(j)
a declaration concerning investigations relating to any other public procurement
tender exercise or awarded contract,
(k)
a declaration on gratuities and commissions;
(l)
the names and addresses of the Directors of the bidder, and
(m) an authorised signature.
12.2 The Bidder shall submit the Price Schedules for Goods and Related Services, according
to their origin as appropriate, using the forms furnished in Section 4, Bidding Forms.
The Price Schedule Forms shall indicate, as appropriate:
(a)
the item number;
(b)
a brief description of the Goods or Related Services to be supplied;
(c)
their country of origin and percentage of national content for Goods manufactured
in Malawi;
(d)
quantity;
(e)
unit prices;
(f)
customs duties and all taxes paid or payable in Malawi;
(g)
total price per item;
(h)
subtotals and totals per Price Schedule; and
(i)
authorised signature.
13.

Alternative Bids
13.1 Unless otherwise indicated in the BDS, alternative bids shall not be considered.

14.

Bid Prices and Discounts
14.1 The prices and discounts quoted by the Bidder in the Bid Submission Sheet and in the
Price Schedules shall conform to the requirements specified below.
14.2 All items in the Statement of Requirements must be listed and priced separately in the
Price Schedules. If a Price Schedule shows items listed but not priced, their prices shall
be assumed to be included in the prices of other items. Items not listed in the Price
Schedule shall be assumed to be not included in the Bid, and provided that the Bid is
substantially responsive, the corresponding adjustment shall be applied in accordance
with ITB Sub-Clause 31.3
14.3 The price to be quoted in the Bid Submission Sheet, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause
12.1(c), shall be the total price of the Bid, excluding any discounts offered.
14.4 The Bidder shall quote any unconditional discounts and the methodology for their
application in the Bid Submission Sheet, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 12.1(d).

reductions applicable to each package, or alternatively, to individual Contracts within
the package. Price reductions or discounts shall be submitted in accordance with ITB
Sub-Clause 14.4, provided the bids for all lots are submitted and opened at the same
time.
14.9 If so indicated in ITB Sub-Clause 1.1, bids are being invited for individual contracts (lots)
or for any combination of contracts (packages). Prices quoted shall correspond to one
hundred (100) % of the items specified for each lot and to one hundred (100)% of the
quantities specified for each item of a lot. Bidders wishing to offer any price reduction
for the award of more than one Contract shall specify in their bid the price reductions
applicable to each package or, alternatively, to individual Contracts within the package.
Price reductions shall be submitted in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 14.4, provided
the bids for all lots are submitted and opened at the same time.
15.

Currencies of Bid
15.1 For Goods and Related Services that the Bidder will supply from inside Malawi the prices
shall be quoted in Malawi Kwacha, unless otherwise specified in the BDS.
15.2 For Goods and Related Services that the Bidder will supply from outside Malawi prices
shall be expressed in the currency of any eligible country. If the Bidder wishes to be paid
in a combination of amounts in different currencies, it may quote its price accordingly
but use no more than three currencies different from the currency of Malawi.

16.

Documents Establishing the Eligibility of the Bidder
16.1 To establish their eligibility in accordance with ITB Clause 4, Bidders shall complete
the eligibility declarations in the Bid Submission Sheet, included in Section 4, Bidding
Forms.

17.

Documents Establishing the Eligibility of Goods and Related Services
17.1 To establish the eligibility of the Goods and Related Services, in accordance with ITB
Clause 5, Bidders shall complete the country of origin declarations in the Price Schedule
Forms, included in Section 4, Bidding Forms.

18.

Documents Establishing the Conformity of the Goods and Related Services to the Bidding
Documents
18.1 To establish the conformity of the Goods and Related Services to the Bidding Documents,
the Bidder shall furnish as part of its bid the documentary evidence specified in Section
6, Statement of Requirement.
18.2 The documentary evidence may be in the form of literature, drawings or data, and shall
consist of a detailed description of the essential technical and performance characteristics
of the Goods and Related Services, demonstrating substantial responsiveness of the
Goods and Related Services to those requirements, and if applicable, a statement of
deviations and exceptions to the provisions of the Statement of Requirement.
18.3 Standards for workmanship, process, material, and equipment, as well as references to
brand names or catalogue numbers specified by the Procuring Entity in the Statement
of Requirements, are intended to be descriptive only and not restrictive. The Bidder
may offer other standards of quality, brand names, and/or catalogue numbers, provided
that it demonstrates, to the Procuring Entity’s satisfaction, that the substitutions
ensure substantial equivalence or are superior to those specified in the Statement of
Requirement.

19.

Documents Establishing the Qualifications of the Bidder
19.1 To establish its qualifications to perform the Contract, the Bidder shall submit the
evidence indicated for each qualification criterion specified in Section 3, Evaluation and
Qualification Criteria.

20.

Period of Validity of Bids
20.1 Bids shall remain valid for the period specified in the BDS after the bid submission
deadline prescribed by the Procuring Entity. A bid valid for a shorter period shall be
rejected by the Procuring Entity as non-responsive.
20.2 In exceptional circumstances, prior to expiry of the bid validity period, the Procuring
Entity may request Bidders to extend the period of validity of their bids. The request and
the responses shall be made in writing. If a bid security is requested in accordance with
ITB Clause 21, it shall also be extended for a corresponding period. A Bidder may refuse
the request without forfeiting its bid security. A Bidder granting the request shall not be
required or permitted to modify its bid, except as provided in ITB Sub-Clause 20.3.
20.3 In the case of fixed price contracts, if the award is delayed by a period exceeding sixty
(60) days beyond the expiry of the initial bid validity, the Contract price shall be adjusted
by a factor specified in the request for extension. Bid evaluation shall be based on the
Bid Price without taking into consideration the above correction.

21.

Bid Security
21.1 Unless otherwise specified in the BDS, the Bidder shall furnish as part of its bid, a bid
security in original form and in the amount and currency specified in the BDS.

14.5 The terms EXW (Ex Works), CIF (Cost, Insurance & Freight), CIP (Carriage & Insurance
Paid), and other similar terms shall be governed by the rules prescribed in the current
edition of Incoterms, published by The International Chamber of Commerce, at the date
of the Invitation for Bids or as specified in the BDS.
14.6 Prices proposed on the Price Schedule Forms for Goods and Related Services, shall be
disaggregated, when appropriate as indicated in this sub-clause. This disaggregation
shall be solely for the purpose of facilitating the comparison of bids by the Procuring
Entity. This shall not in any way limit the Procuring Entity’s right to contract on any of
the terms offered:
(a)

(b)

For goods:
(i)
the price of the goods shall be quoted CIP named port of destination, or
as specified in the BDS. In quoting the price, the Bidder shall be free
to use transportation through carriers registered in any eligible countries.
Similarly, the Bidder may obtain insurance services from any eligible
source country;
(ii)
all Malawian customs duties and sales and other taxes already paid or
payable on the goods or on the components and raw material used in the
manufacture or assembly if the contract is awarded to the Bidder; and
(iii) the total price for the item.
For related services
(i)
the price of the related services;
(ii)
all Malawian customs duties and sales and other taxes already paid or
payable on the related services if the contract is awarded to the Bidder;
and
(iii) the total price for the item.

14.7 Prices quoted by the Bidder shall be fixed during the Bidder’s performance of the
Contract and not subject to variation on any account, unless otherwise specified in
the BDS. A bid submitted with an adjustable price quotation shall be treated as nonresponsive and shall be rejected, pursuant to ITB Clause 30. However, if in accordance
with the BDS, prices quoted by the Bidder shall be subject to adjustment during the
performance of the Contract, a bid submitted with a fixed price quotation shall not be
rejected, but the price adjustment shall be treated as zero.
14.8 If so indicated in ITB Sub-Clause 1.1, bids are being invited for individual contracts
(lots) or for any combination of contracts (packages). Bidders wishing to offer any price
reduction for the award of more than one Contract shall specify in their bid the price

21.2 The bid security shall be, in any of the following forms:
(a)
a demand guarantee
(b)
an irrevocable letter of credit;
(c)
a cashier’s or certified cheque or payable order all from a reputable source in an
eligible country. The bid security shall be submitted either using the Bid Security
Form included in Section 4, Bidding Forms, or in another substantially similar
format, acceptable to the Procuring Entity. In either case, the form must include
the complete name of the Bidder. The bid security shall be valid for twenty-eighty
(28) days beyond the end of the validity period of the bid. This shall also apply
if the period for bid validity is extended.
21.3 Any bid not accompanied by a substantially responsive bid security, if one is required in
accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 21.1, shall be rejected by the Procuring Entity as non
responsive.
21.4 The bid security of unsuccessful Bidders shall be returned as promptly as possible upon
the successful Bidder’s furnishing of the performance security pursuant to ITB Clause
44.
21.5 The bid security of the successful Bidder shall be returned as promptly as possible once
the successful Bidder has signed the Contract and furnished the required performance
security.

21.6 The bid security may be forfeited:
(a)
if a Bidder withdraws its bid during the period of bid validity specified by the
Bidder on the Bid Submission Sheet, except as provided in ITB Sub-Clause 20.2;
or
(b)
if the successful Bidder fails to:
(i)
sign the Contract in accordance with ITB Clause 43;
(ii)
furnish a performance security in accordance with ITB Clause 44; or
(iii) accept the correction of its Bid Price pursuant to ITB Sub-Clause 31.5.
22.

D.

Format and Signing of Bid
22.1 The Bidder shall prepare one original of the documents comprising the bid as described
in ITB Clause 11 and clearly mark it “ORIGINAL.” In addition, the Bidder shall submit
copies of the bid, in the number specified in the BDS and clearly mark them “COPY.”
In the event of any discrepancy between the original and the copies, the original shall
prevail.
22.2 The original and all copies of the bid shall be typed or written in indelible ink and shall
be signed by a person duly authorised to sign on behalf of the Bidder. This authorisation
shall consist of a written confirmation as specified in the BDS and shall be attached to
the bid. The name and position held by each person signing the authorisation must
be typed or printed below the signature. All pages of the bid, except for unamended
printed literature, shall be signed or initialled by the person signing the bid.
22.3 Any interlineation, erasures, or overwriting shall be valid only if they are signed or
initialled by the person signing the bid.

Submission and Opening of Bids
23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Sealing and Marking of Bids
23.1 The Bidder shall enclose the original and each copy of the bid, including alternative
bids, if permitted in accordance with ITB Clause 13, in separate sealed envelopes, duly
marking the envelopes as “ORIGINAL” and “COPY.” These envelopes containing the
original and the copies shall then be enclosed in one single envelope.
23.2 The inner and outer envelopes shall:
(a)
be addressed to the Procuring Entity in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 24.1;
(b)
bear the subject of the procurement or the Project name, and procurement
reference number indicated in the BDS;
23.3 The inner envelopes shall also indicate the name and address of the Bidder to enable
the bid to be returned unopened in case it is declared “late” pursuant to ITB Clause
25.1.
23.4 If all envelopes are not sealed and marked as required, the Procuring Entity shall
assume no responsibility for the misplacement or premature opening of the bid.

bid opening except for late bids, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 25.1.
27.4 The Procuring Entity will prepare a record of the bid opening that shall include, as a
minimum: the name of the Bidder and whether there is a withdrawal, substitution, or
modification; the Bid Price, per lot if applicable, including any discounts and alternative
offers; and the presence or absence of a bid security, if one was required. The Bidders’
representatives who are present shall be requested to sign the record. The omission
of a Bidder’s signature on the record shall not invalidate the contents and effect of the
record. A copy of the record may be provided to Bidders upon request.
E.

Evaluation and Comparison of Bids
28.

Confidentiality
28.1 Information relating to the examination, evaluation, comparison, and post qualification
of bids, and recommendation of contract award, shall not be disclosed to bidders or any
other persons not officially concerned with such process until information on Contract
award is communicated to all Bidders.
28.2 Any effort by a Bidder to influence the Procuring Entity in the examination, evaluation,
comparison, and post-qualification of the bids or Contract award decisions shall result
in the rejection of its bid.
28.3 Notwithstanding ITB Sub-Clause 28.2, from the time of bid opening to the time of
Contract award, if any Bidder wishes to contact the Procuring Entity on any matter
related to the bidding process, it should do so in writing.

29.

Clarification of Bids
29.1 To assist in the examination, evaluation, comparison and post qualification of the bids,
the Procuring Entity may, at its discretion, ask any Bidder for a clarification of its bid.
Any clarification submitted by a Bidder that is not in response to a request by the
Procuring Entity shall not be considered. The Procuring Entity’s request for clarification
and the response shall be in writing. No change in the prices or substance of the bid
shall be sought, offered, or permitted, except to confirm the correction of arithmetic
errors discovered by the Procuring Entity in the evaluation of the bids, in accordance
with ITB Clause 31.

30.

Responsiveness of Bids
30.1 The Procuring Entity’s determination of a bid’s responsiveness is to be based on the
contents of the bid itself without recourse to extrinsic evidence.
30.2 A substantially responsive bid is one that conforms to all the terms, conditions, and
specifications of the Bidding Documents without material deviation, reservation, or
omission. A material deviation, reservation, or omission is one that:
(a) affects in any substantial way the scope, quality, or performance of the Goods and
Related Services specified in the Contract; or
(b) limits in any substantial way, inconsistent with the Bidding Documents, the Procuring
Entity’s rights or the Bidder’s obligations under the Contract; or
(c) if rectified would unfairly affect the competitive position of other Bidders presenting
substantially responsive bids.

Deadline for Submission of Bids
24.1 Bids must be received by the Procuring Entity at the address and no later than the date
and time indicated in the BDS.
24.2 The Procuring Entity may, at its discretion, extend the deadline for the submission of
bids by amending the Bidding Documents in accordance with ITB Clause 8, in which
case all rights and obligations of the Procuring Entity and Bidders previously subject to
the deadline shall thereafter be subject to the deadline as extended.
Late Bids
25.1 The Procuring Entity shall not consider any bid that arrives after the deadline for
submission of bids, in accordance with ITB Clause 24. Any bid received by the
Procuring Entity after the deadline for submission of bids shall be declared late,
rejected, and returned unopened to the Bidder.

30.3 If a bid is not substantially responsive to the Bidding Documents, it shall be rejected by
the Procuring Entity and may not subsequently be made responsive by the Bidder by
correction of the material deviation, reservation, or omission.
31.

Withdrawal, Substitution, and Modification of Bids
26.1 A Bidder may withdraw, substitute, or modify its bid after it has been submitted
by sending a written notice, duly signed by an authorised representative, and shall
include a copy of the authorisation in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 22.2, (except
that withdrawal notices do not require copies). The corresponding substitution or
modification of the bid must accompany the respective written notice. All notices must
be:
(a)
Submitted in accordance with ITB Clauses 22 and 23 (except that withdrawals
notices do not require copies), and in addition, the respective envelopes shall be
clearly marked “Withdrawal,” “Substitution,” or “Modification;” and
(b)
Received by the Procuring Entity prior to the deadline prescribed for submission
of bids, in accordance with ITB Clause 24.
26.2 Bids requested to be withdrawn in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 26.1 shall be
returned unopened to the Bidders.
26.3 No bid may be withdrawn, substituted, or modified in the interval between the deadline
for submission of bids and expiry of the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder on
the Bid Submission Sheet or any extension thereof.

31.2 Provided that a bid is substantially responsive, the Procuring Entity may request that
the Bidder submit the necessary information or documentation, within a reasonable
period of time, to rectify nonmaterial nonconformities or omissions in the bid related
to documentation requirements. Such omission shall not be related to any aspect of
the price of the bid. Failure of the Bidder to comply with the request may result in the
rejection of its bid.
31.3 Provided that a bid is substantially responsive, the Procuring Entity shall rectify
nonmaterial nonconformities or omissions. To this effect, the Bid Price shall be
adjusted, for comparison purposes only, to reflect the price of the missing or nonconforming item or component. The adjustment shall be made using the method
indicated in the BDS.
31.4 Provided that the bid is substantially responsive, the Procuring Entity shall correct
arithmetical errors on the following basis:
(a)
if there is a discrepancy between the unit price and the total price that is obtained
by multiplying the unit price and quantity, the unit price shall prevail and the
total price shall be corrected, unless in the opinion of the Procuring Entity there
is an obvious misplacement of the decimal point in the unit price, in which case
the total price as quoted shall govern and the unit price shall be corrected;
(b)
if there is an error in a total corresponding to the addition or subtraction of
subtotals, the subtotals shall prevail and the total shall be corrected; and
(c)
if there is a discrepancy between words and figures, the amount in words shall
prevail, unless the amount expressed in words is related to an arithmetic error,
in which case the amount in figures shall prevail subject to (a) and (b) above.

Bid Opening
27.1 The Procuring Entity shall conduct the bid opening in the presence of Bidders`
designated representatives who choose to attend, and at the address, date and time
specified in the BDS.
27.2 First, envelopes marked “WITHDRAWAL” shall be opened and read out and the
envelope with the corresponding bid shall not be opened, but returned to the
Bidder. No bid withdrawal shall be permitted unless the corresponding withdrawal
notice contains a valid authorisation to request the withdrawal and is read out at bid
opening. Next, envelopes marked “SUBSTITUTION” shall be opened and read out
and exchanged with the corresponding bid being substituted, and the substituted bid
shall not be opened, but returned to the Bidder. No bid substitution shall be permitted
unless the corresponding substitution notice contains a valid authorisation to request
the substitution and is read out at bid opening. Envelopes marked “MODIFICATION”
shall be opened and read out with the corresponding bid. No bid modification shall be
permitted unless the corresponding modification notice contains a valid authorisation to
request the modification and is read out at bid opening. Only envelopes that are opened
and read out at bid opening shall be considered further.
27.3 All other envelopes shall be opened one at a time, reading out: the name of the Bidder
and whether there is a modification; the Bid Prices, including any discounts and
alternative offers; the presence of a bid security, if required; and any other details as
the Procuring Entity may consider appropriate. Only discounts and alternative offers
read out at bid opening shall be considered for evaluation. No bid shall be rejected at

Nonconformities, Errors, and Omissions
31.1 Provided that a bid is substantially responsive, the Procuring Entity may waive any nonconformity or omissions in the bid that does not constitute a material deviation.

32.

31.5 If the Bidder that submitted the lowest evaluated bid does not accept the correction of
errors, its bid shall be disqualified and its bid security may be forfeited.
Preliminary Examination of Bids
32.1 The Procuring Entity shall examine the bids to confirm that all documents and technical
documentation requested in ITB Clause 11 have been provided, and to determine the
completeness of each document submitted.
32.2 The Procuring Entity shall confirm that the following documents and information have
been provided in the Bid. If any of these documents or information is missing, the bid
shall be rejected.
(a)
Bid Submission Sheet, including:
(i)
a brief description of the Goods and Related Services offered; and
(ii)
the price of the Bid;
(iii) the period of validity of the Bid;
(b)
Price Schedules;
(c)
Written confirmation of authorisation to commit Bidder; and

(d)
33.

Bid Security, if applicable.

Examination of Terms and Conditions; Technical Evaluation
33.1 The Procuring Entity shall examine the bid to confirm that all terms and conditions
specified in the GCC and the SCC have been accepted by the Bidder without any
material deviation or reservation.
33.2 The Procuring Entity shall evaluate the technical aspects of the bid submitted in
accordance with ITB Clause 18, to confirm that all requirements specified in Section
6, Statement of Requirements of the Bidding Documents, have been met without any
material deviation or reservation.

F.

Award of Contract
40.

Award Criteria
40.1 The Procuring Entity shall award the Contract to the Bidder whose bid has been
determined to be the lowest evaluated bid and is substantially responsive to the Bidding
Documents, provided further that the Bidder is determined to be qualified to perform
the Contract satisfactorily.

41.

Procuring Entity’s Right to Vary Quantities at Time of Award
41.1 At the time the Contract is awarded, the Procuring Entity reserves the right to increase
or decrease the quantity of Goods and Related Services originally specified in Section
6, Statement of Requirement, provided this does not exceed the percentages indicated
in the BDS, and without any change in the unit prices or other terms and conditions of
the bid and the Bidding Documents.

42.

Notification of Award
42.1 Prior to expiry of the period of bid validity, the Procuring Entity shall notify the successful
Bidder, in writing, that its bid has been accepted. At the same time, the Procuring
Entity shall also notify all other Bidders of the results of the bidding.

33.3 If, after the examination of the terms and conditions and the technical evaluation, the
Procuring Entity determines that the bid is not substantially responsive in accordance
with ITB Clause 30, it shall reject the bid.
34.

Conversion to Single Currency
34.1 For evaluation and comparison purposes, the Procuring Entity shall convert all bid
prices expressed in the amounts in various currencies into a single currency, using the
selling exchange rate established by the source and on the date specified in the BDS.

35.

Margin of Preference
35.1 Unless otherwise specified in the BDS, a margin of preference shall not apply. Where
a Margin of Preference applies the details to be applied shall be listed in Section 3
Evaluation Methodology and Criteria.

36.

Evaluation of Bids
36.1 The Procuring Entity shall evaluate each bid that has been determined, up to this stage
of the evaluation, to be substantially responsive.

42.2 Until a formal contract is prepared and executed, the notification of award shall
constitute a binding Contract.
42.3 The Procuring Entity shall publish in the Malawi Government Gazette the results of the
award of contract, as required by the Public Procurement Act 2003.
43.

36.2 To evaluate a bid, the Procuring Entity shall only use all the criteria and methodologies
defined in this Clause and in Section 3, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria. No other
criteria or methodology shall be permitted.
36.3 To evaluate a bid, the Procuring Entity shall consider the following:
(a)
the bid price;
(b)
price adjustment for correction of arithmetic errors in accordance with ITB SubClause 31.4;
(c)
price adjustment due to discounts offered in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause
14.3;
(d)
adjustment for nonconformities and omissions in accordance with ITB SubClause 31.3;
(e)
application of all the evaluation factors indicated in Section 3, Evaluation and
Qualification Criteria; and
(f)
adjustments due to the application of a margin of preference, in accordance with
ITB Clause 35.
36.4 In the calculation of the evaluated cost of bids, the Procuring Entity shall exclude and
not take into account:
(a)
in the case of goods manufactured in the Republic of Malawi or goods of foreign
origin already located in the Republic of Malawi, sales and other similar taxes,
which will be payable on the goods if a contract is awarded to the Bidder;
(b)
in the case of goods of foreign origin offered from abroad, customs duties and
other similar import taxes which will be payable on the goods if the contract is
awarded to the Bidder; and
(c)
any allowance for price adjustment during the period of execution of the Contract,
if provided in the bid.
36.5 The Procuring Entity’s cost evaluation of a bid may require the consideration of other
factors, in addition to the Bid Price quoted in accordance with ITB Clause 14. These
factors may be related to the characteristics, performance, and terms and conditions
of purchase of the Goods and Related Services. The factors selected, if any, shall be
expressed in monetary terms to facilitate comparison of bids, unless otherwise specified
in Section 3, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria. The factors to be used and the
methodology of application shall be indicated in Section 3, Evaluation and Qualification
Criteria.
36.6 If these Bidding Documents allow Bidders to quote separate prices for different lots,
and the award to a single Bidder of multiple lots, the methodology of evaluation to
determine the lowest evaluated lot combinations, including any discounts offered in
the Bid Submission Sheet, is specified in the BDS and detailed in Section 3 Evaluation
Methodology and Criteria.
37.

Comparison of Bids
37.1 The Procuring Entity shall compare all substantially responsive bids to determine the
lowest evaluated bid, in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 14.6.

38.

Post-qualification of the Bidder
38.1 The Procuring Entity shall determine to its satisfaction whether the Bidder that is
selected as having submitted the lowest evaluated and substantially responsive bid is
qualified to perform the Contract satisfactorily.
38.2 The determination shall be based upon an examination of the documentary evidence
of the Bidder’s qualifications submitted by the Bidder, pursuant to ITB Clause 19, to
clarifications in accordance with ITB Clause 29 and the qualification criteria indicated
in Section 3, Evaluation and Qualification Criteria. Factors not included in Section 3
shall not be used in the evaluation of the Bidder’s qualification.
38.3 An affirmative determination shall be a prerequisite for award of the Contract to the
Bidder. A negative determination shall result in disqualification of the bid, in which
event the Procuring Entity shall proceed to the next lowest evaluated bid to make a
similar determination of that Bidder’s capabilities to perform satisfactorily.

39.

Procuring Entity’s Right to Accept Any Bid, and to Reject Any or All Bids
39.1 The Procuring Entity reserves the right to accept or reject any bid, and to annul the
bidding process and reject all bids at any time prior to contract award, without thereby
incurring any liability to Bidders.

Signing of Contract
43.1 Promptly after notification, the Procuring Entity shall send the successful Bidder the
contract document.
43.2 Within thirty (30) days of receipt of the contract document, the successful Bidder shall
sign, date, and return it to the Procuring Entity.

44.

Performance Security
44.1 Within thirty (30) days of receipt of notification of award from the Procuring Entity, the
successful Bidder shall furnish the performance security in accordance with the GCC,
using for that purpose the Performance Security Form included in Section 9, Contract
Forms, or another form acceptable to the Procuring Entity.
44.2 Failure of the successful Bidder to submit the above-mentioned Performance Security
or sign the Contract shall constitute sufficient grounds for annulment of the award
and forfeiture of the bid security. In that event, the Procuring Entity may award the
Contract to the next lowest evaluated Bidder whose bid is substantially responsive
and is determined by the Procuring Entity to be qualified to perform the Contract
satisfactorily.

Section 2. Bid Data Sheet (BDS)
Instructions to Bidders
(ITB) reference

Data relevant to ITB

A. Introduction
ITB 1.1

The Procuring Entity is: TEVET Authority

ITB 1.1; 2.1 and 23.2(b)

The subject of the procurement is: Apprenticeship Training Tools

ITB 1.1and 22.2(b)

The Procurement Reference Number is: TEVETA/ICB/18/001

ITB 1.1

The number and identification of Lots in this Bidding Document is: Thirteen
(14)

ITB 1.2

The Bidding Document is issued under Procurement Method: Open Tender
– International Competitive Bidding

ITB 4.1

The individuals or firms in a joint venture, consortium or association shall be
jointly and severally liable.

B. Bidding Documents
ITB 7.1

For clarification purposes only, the Procuring Entity’s address is:
Attention: Procurement Officer
Floor/Room number: Procurement Unit City:
City Centre,
Lilongwe
Country: Malawi
Telephone: +265 01 775 211
Fax : +265 01 774 797
E mail address: pkasambara@tevetamw.com

C. Preparation of Bids
ITB 11.1 (i)

The Bidder shall submit with its bid the following additional documents:
(a) Bid Security or Bid Declaration form
(b) References

ITB 13.1

Alternative bids shall not be considered.
The Procuring Entity shall only apply the following criteria for evaluation of
alternatives:
………………………Not Applicable…………………………………

ITB 14.5

The Incoterms edition is: Incoterms 2018

ITB 14.6

For Goods and Related Services, the Bidder shall quote prices using the
following Incoterms: DDP

ITB 14.7

The prices quoted by the Bidder shall be: Fixed

ITB 15.1

For Goods and Related Services originating in Malawi, the currency of the
bid shall be: Malawi Kwacha

ITB 20.1

The bid validity period shall be: 90 days.

ITB 21.1

For local bidders bid security shall not be required.
The bid security is required in a form of bid securing declaration form fully
completed. (provided in the bidding document)

(e)
2.

For International bidders bid security shall be required.

D. Submission and
Opening of Bids
In addition to the original of the bid, the number of copies required is: 2

ITB 22.2

The written confirmation of authorisation to sign on behalf of the Bidder
shall consist of: Power of Attorney

ITB 24.1

For bid submission purposes only, the Purchaser’s address is:
Attention: IPC Chairperson
Floor/Room number: TEVETA
P/ Bag B406
City: City Centre, Lilongwe
Country: Malawi

3.

Application of Domestic Preference
The Procuring Entity shall grant a margin of preference to locally manufactured goods for the purpose of
bid comparison, [in accordance with the procedures outlined in subsequent paragraphs:]

4.

Qualification Criteria
After determining the lowest-evaluated bid in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 37.1, the Procuring Entity
shall carry out the post-qualification of the Bidder in accordance with ITB Clause 38, using only the
factors, methods and criteria specified below. Factors not included in this Section shall not be used in
the evaluation of the Bidder’s qualification.

The deadline for bid submission is:
Date: 8th January 2018
Time: 2:00 pm
ITB 27.1

The bid opening shall take place at:
TEVET Authority Boardroom
Attention: IPC Chairperson
Floor/Room number:
TEVETA
City: City Centre, Lilongwe
Country: Malawi
Date: 8th January , 2018
Time: 2:00 pm

E. Evaluation, and
Comparison of Bids
ITB 31.3

The methodology to adjust the price to reflect the price of the missing or
nonconforming item or component is :

ITB 34.1

The currency that shall be used for bid evaluation and comparison purposes
to convert all bid prices expressed in various currencies into a single currency
is: Malawi Kwacha
The source of exchange rate shall be: Reserve Bank of Malawi
The date for the exchange rate shall be: 19th December, 2018

ITB 35.1

A margin of preference of 10 % of bid price shall apply.
Where a margin of preference applies, the application methodology is shown
in Section 3 Evaluation Methodology and Criteria.

ITB 36.6

Multiple award to one Bidder shall be Permitted.
The evaluation methodology to determine the lowest-evaluated combination
of lots shall be detailed in Section 3 Evaluation Methodology and Criteria.

Section 4. Bidding Forms
Table of Forms
Bid Submission Sheet
Price Schedule for Goods and Related Services
Bid Security
Manufacturer’s Authorisation

Procurement Reference Number: [insert reference number]
Alternative No.:
[insert identification No if this is a Bid for an alternative]
To: [insert complete name of Procuring Entity].
We, the undersigned, declare that:
(a)
We have examined and have no reservations to the Bidding Documents, including Addenda No: [insert
the number and issuing date of each Addenda];
(b)
We offer to supply in conformity with the Bidding Documents and in accordance with the delivery
schedule specified in the Statement of Requirements the following Goods and Related Services: [insert a
brief description of the Goods and Related Services];
(c)
The total price of our Bid, excluding any discounts offered in item (d) below is: [insert the total bid price
in words and figures, indicating the various amounts and the respective currencies];
(d)
The discounts offered and the methodology for their application are: …………………

ITB 41.1
The percentage by which quantities may be increased is: 15%
The percentage by which quantities may be decreased is: 15%

This section, read in conjunction with Section 1, Instructions to Bidders and Section 2, Bid Data Sheet, contains
all the factors, methods and criteria that the Procuring Entity shall use to evaluate a bid and determine whether
a bidder has the required qualifications. No other factors, methods or criteria shall be used.
1.

Additional Evaluation Factors
1.1 In accordance with ITB Clause 36.3(e), the Procuring Entity’s evaluation of a bid will take into
account, in addition to the bid price, the following factors, which will be quantified as specified in
1.2 below:
(a)
Compliance with the minimum technical specification is required for all items marked as
mandatory.
(b)
The delivery schedule offered by the bidder.
(c)
The payment schedule proposed by the bidder.
(d) Warranty period of not less than eight months after deliver and acceptance of the materials.
1.2 The factors specified in 1.1 above will be quantified as follows:
(a)
Failure to meet or exceed the specified minimum technical specifications for mandatory
requirements will result in rejection of the bid. Superior specifications will be considered on
the same basis as those bids meeting the minimum technical specification.
(b)
For each non-mandatory technical specification, bids offering a lower specification of the
item will be reviewed, and a notional adjustment made to the bid price for evaluation
purposes only. For each percentage drop in the specification offered against the required
technical specification, a corresponding percentage of the estimated cost of replacement of
the item with a fully conforming specification will added to the bid price for evaluation. Bids
with inferior non-mandatory technical specifications or a performance of less than 75% of
the required item specification may be subject to rejection. Superior specifications will be
considered on the same basis as those bids meeting the minimum technical specification.
(c)
Later delivery schedules proposed by the Bidder will result in a 1% addition to the bid
price (for evaluation purposes only) for each week of delay up to a maximum of 15%. Bids
offering delivery schedules later than 2 weeks after the specified delivery period may be
rejected at the discretion of the Procuring Entity.
(d)
For payment schedules proposed by the bidder which would result in earlier payment to
the Supplier than that proposed in the bidding documents, the difference in the net present
value of the Bidder’s proposal shall be added to the bid price for evaluation purposes.
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Bid Submission Sheet
[Input of Information to be completed by Bidder]
Date: [insert date (as day, month and year) of Bid Submission]

F. Award of Contract

Section 3. Evaluation and Qualification Criteria (EQC)

Evaluation of Multiple Contracts
Since in accordance with ITB Sub-Clause 36.6 the Procuring Entity ………. be allowed to award one
or multiple lots to more than one Bidder, the following methodology shall be used for award of multiple
contracts:
To determine the lowest-evaluated lot combinations, the Procuring Entity shall:
(a)
evaluate only lots or contracts that include at least the 100 percentages of items per lot and
quantity per item as specified in ITB 14.9
(b)
take into account:
(i)
the lowest-evaluated bid for each lot that meets the requirement of evaluation criteria;
(ii)
the price reduction per lot and the methodology for their application as offered by the Bidder in its
bid; and
(iii) the contract-award sequence that provides the optimum economic combination, taking into account
any limitations due to constraints in supply or execution capacity determined in accordance with
the post-qualification criteria, as set in EQC Clause 4, Post Qualification.

If a bid security is required, the amount and currency of the bid security
shall be $3,000.00 .

ITB 22.1

Failure to specify the minimum warranty period will result in rejection of the bid.

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)

(n)

Unconditional Discounts. If our bid is accepted, the following discounts shall apply. [Specify in detail
each discount offered and the specific item of the Statement of Requirements to which it applies.]
Methodology of Application of the Discounts. The discounts shall be applied using the following method:
[Specify in detail the method that shall be used to apply the discounts];
Conditional Discounts. If our bid(s) are accepted, the following discounts shall apply. [Specify in detail
each discount offered and the specific item of the Statement of Requirements to which it applies.]
Methodology of Application of the Discounts. The discounts shall be applied using the following method:
[Specify in detail the method that shall be used to apply the discounts];
Our bid shall be valid for a period of [specify the number of calendar days] days from the date fixed for
the bid submission deadline in accordance with the Bidding Documents, and it shall remain binding upon
us and may be accepted at any time before expiry of that period;
We, including any subcontractors for any part of the contract resulting from this procurement process,
are eligible to participate in public procurement in accordance with ITB Clause 4.1 and have not been
suspended by the Office of the Director of Public Procurement in Malawi from participating in public
procurement;
We are not participating, as Bidders, in more than one bid in this bidding process, other than alternative
bids in accordance with the Bidding Document;
We do not have any conflict of interest and have not participated in the preparation of the original
Statement of Requirements for the Procuring Entity;
If our bid is accepted, we commit to obtain a performance security in accordance with the Bidding
Documents, in the amount of [insert amount and currency in words and figures of the performance
security] for the due performance of the Contract;
We, including any subcontractors or suppliers for any part of the Contract, have nationalities from eligible
countries [insert the nationality of the Bidder, including that of all parties that comprise the Bidder, if the
Bidder is a consortium or association, and the nationality each subcontractor and supplier];
We are not participating, as Bidders, in more than one bid in this bidding process, other than alternative
offers in accordance with the Bidding Documents;
Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries - including any subcontractors or suppliers for any part of the
contract - has not been declared ineligible or suspended from public procurement by the Office of the
Director of Public Procurement of the Republic of Malawi.
Our firm, its affiliates or subsidiaries, including subcontractors or suppliers for any part of the contract
are not under investigation by the Anti-Corruption Bureau or any other law enforcement body in Malawi
relating to participation in any public procurement tender exercise or execution of any public procurement
contract relating to the purchase of goods, works and services by any Procuring Entity.
The following commissions, gratuities, or fees have been paid or are to be paid with respect to the bidding
process or execution of the Contract: [insert complete name of each Recipient, its full address, the reason
for which each commission or gratuity was paid and the amount and currency of each such commission
or gratuity]

Name of Recipient

Address

Reason

Amount

(If none has been paid or is to be paid, indicate “none.”)
(o)

The names and physical addresses of the Directors of our firm are provided in the table below or we
enclose a copy of our latest Audited Accounts (issued within the last twenty-four (24) months):

Name Address
(q)
(r)

We understand that this bid, together with your written acceptance thereof included in your notification
of award, shall constitute a binding contract between us, until a formal contract is prepared and
executed.
We understand that you are not bound to accept the lowest evaluated bid or any other bid that you may
receive.

Name [insert complete name of person signing the Bid]
signing the bid].

In the capacity of [insert legal capacity of person

Duly authorised to sign the bid for and on behalf of [insert complete name of Bidder].

We, the undersigned, declare that

Price Schedule for Goods and Related Services
[Input of Information to be completed by Bidder]
Date:… [insert date (as day, month and year) of Bid Submission]..
Procurement Reference Number: [insert number of bidding process]
Alternative No: [insert identification No if this is a Bid for an alternative]
Name of the Bidder: …[Insert full name of Bidder]
2

3

4

Item No.

Good or
Related
Service

Country of
origin

Percent of
Malawian origin
1

Quantity (No.
of units)

Unit price 2

Import Duties,
Sales Taxes and
other Taxes, per

5

6

[The Bidder shall fill in this form in accordance with the instructions indicated.]

To: [insert complete name of Procuring Entity]

20….[insert date of signing]

1

(For Local Bidders Only)
BID SECURING DECLARATION

Date: [insert date (as day, month and year) of bid submission]
NCB No.: [insert number of bidding process]
Alternative No.: [insert identification No. if this is a bid for an alternative]

Signed [insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown above]

Dated on …….. day of …………………………..,

without the Procuring Entity having to substantiate its demand, provided that in its demand the Procuring
Entity states that the amount claimed by it is due to it, owing to the occurrence of one or more of the above
conditions, specifying the occurred conditions.
This security shall remain in force up to and including twenty-eight (28) days after the period of bid validity,
and any demand in respect thereof should be received by the Guarantor no later than the above date.
Name: [insert complete name of person signing the Bid]
In the capacity of [insert legal capacity of person
signing the bid]
Signed: [insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown above]
Duly authorised to sign the bid for and on behalf of: [insert complete name of Bidder]
Dated on ____________ day of __________________, _______ [insert date of signing]

1

We understand that, according to your conditions, bids must be supported by a Bid-Securing
Declaration.

2

7

8

(a)

unit 2

3

Total Price

4
[Insert
number
of item]

[name of
items, good or
related service]

[insert
country of
origin of this
item]

[if the margin
of preference
applies, insert
percentage of
national origin
for this item]

[insert
number of
units of this
item to be
purchased]

[insert the
unit price of
this item,
excluding all
import
duties and
taxes, paid
or payable in
the Republic
of Malawi]

[insert all
import
duties,
taxes
paid or
payable
in the
Republic
of Malawi
on this
item]

[insert
the total
price for
this item,
which is
the sum of
columns 6
and 7]

							
Notes

We accept that we will automatically be suspended from being eligible for bidding in any contract with
the Procuring Entity and/or any other government entity for a period of 24 months starting on the date
as may be determined by the Government of Malawi if we are in breach of our obligation(s) under the
bid conditions, because we:
have withdrawn our bid during the period of bids validity specifies by us in the Bid Data Sheet;
or
(b)
having been notified of the acceptance of our bid by the Procuring Entity during the period of bid
validity, (i) fail or refuse to execute the contract, if required, or (ii) fail or refuse to furnish the
Performance Security, in accordance with the ITB
We understand that this Bid Securing Declaration shall expire if we are not the successful Bidder, upon
the earlier of (i) our receipt of a copy of your notification of the name of the successful bidder; or (ii)
thirty days after the expiration of the bid.
We understand that if we are a Joint Venture, the Bid Securing Declaration must be in the name of the
Joint Venture that submits the bid. If the Joint Venture has not been legally constituted at the time of
bidding, the Bid Securing Declaration shall be in the names of all future partners as named in the letter
of intent.

Signed: [insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown] In the capacity of
[insert legal capacity of person signing the Bid Securing Declaration]
Name: [insert complete name of person signing the Bid Securing Declaration]
Duly authorized to sign the bid for and on behalf of [insert complete name of Bidder]
Date: on …………….. day of ………….,………….. [insert date of signing]

1 In accordance with margin of preference ITB Clause 35, if applicable
2 In accordance with ITB Clauses 14 and 15.

Name [insert complete name of person signing the Bid]
In the capacity of [insert legal capacity of person
signing the bid]
Signed insert signature of person whose name and capacity are shown above]
Duly authorised to sign the bid for and on behalf of [insert complete name of Bidder]
Dated on ………………. day of …………………………, 20 ... [insert date of signing]
(For International Bidders Only)
Bid Security
[Input of Information to be completed by Bidder]
Date: [insert date (as day, month and year) of Bid Submission].
Procurement Reference Number: [insert reference number]
Alternative No: [insert identification No if this is a Bid for an alternative]
To: [insert complete name of Procuring Entity]

Witnessed By [insert name of witness] in capacity of [insert designation of witness]
Date: on …………….. day of ………….,………….. [insert date of signing]
Section 5. Eligible Countries
Procurement Reference Number:
All countries are eligible except countries subject to the following provisions:
A country shall not be eligible if:
(a)
as a matter of law or official regulation, the Government of the Republic of Malawi prohibits commercial
relations with that country, provided that the Government of the Republic of Malawi is satisfied that
such exclusion does not preclude effective competition for the provision of goods or related services
required; or
(b)
by an act of compliance with a decision of the United Nations Security Council taken under Chapter VII
of the Charter of the United Nations, the Government of the Republic of Malawi prohibits any import of
Goods from that country or any payments to persons or entities in that country.

Whereas [insert complete name of Bidder] (hereinafter “the Bidder”) has submitted its bid dated [insert date
(as day, month and year) of bid submission] for Procurement reference Number [insert Procurement Reference
Number] for the supply of [insert brief description of the Goods and Related Services], hereinafter called “the
Bid.”

Section 6. Statement of Requirements
G.

Contents

KNOW ALL PEOPLE by these presents that WE [insert complete name of institution issuing the Bid Security],
of [insert city of domicile and country of nationality] having our registered office at [insert full address of the
issuing institution] (hereinafter “the Guarantor”), are bound unto [insert complete name of the Procuring
Entity] (hereinafter “the Procuring Entity”) in the sum of [specify in words the amount and currency of the bid
security] (specify the amount and currency in figures), for which payment well and truly to be made to the
aforementioned Procuring Entity, the Guarantor binds itself, its successors or assignees by these presents.
Sealed with the Common Seal of this Guarantor this [insert day in numbers] day of [insert month], [insert year].
THE CONDITIONS of this obligation are the following:

1.
2.
3.

List of Goods and Related Services
Delivery and Completion Schedule
Technical Specifications and Compliance Sheet

1.

If the Bidder withdraws its bid during the period of bid validity specified by the Bidder in the Bid
Submission Sheet, except as provided in ITB Sub-Clause 20.2; or
2.
If the Bidder, having been notified of the acceptance of its bid by the Procuring Entity, during the period
of bid validity, fails or refuses to:
(a)
execute the Contract; or
(b)
furnish the Performance Security, in accordance with the ITB Clause 44; or
(c)
accept the correction of its bid by the Procuring Entity, pursuant to ITB Clause 31.
We undertake to pay the Procuring Entity up to the above amount upon receipt of its first written demand,

LOT # 1

Error! Bookmark not defined.
Error! Bookmark not defined.
Error! Bookmark not defined.

AUTOMOBILE MECHANICS (AMM)

NO

DESCRIPTION

1

SPECIFICATIONS

QTY

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL PRICE

Combination
• Compliant with ISO
Set
spanner set 6 –
3318 and ISO 7738
32 mm, 26 pieces • Cr31V3
• Chromium plated

357

2

6 – 32 mm

Socket spanner
Half inch drive

357

• Chrome – vanadium
with chrome plated

UNIT

Set

3

4

Screw drivers Set
• Head marked
of 6 piece of cross • Hanging hole
head
• Ergonomic grip
handle
• Vanadium,
molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN
– ISO 2380- 2
• Blade tip according
to DIN – ISO 23801 Form
• Precision made,
blade tip

Set

357

Screw drivers Set • Head marked
Set
of 6 piece of flat • Hanging hole
head
• Ergonomic grip
handle
• Vanadium,
molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN
– ISO 2380- 2
• Blade tip according
to DIN – ISO 23801 Form A
• Precision made blade
tip

357

5

Oil Can

357

6

Sliding T Bar ½’’ • Square drive head
drive
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3

Each

357

7

Speed brace

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3

Each

357

8

Extension

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3

Each

357

9

Reversible
Ratchet

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3

Each

357

10

Side Cutter

• Compliant with ISO
Each
5749
• Good lever action for
easy cutting
• Inductively hardened
cutting edges

357

11

Engineers pliers
Straight

• Compliant with ISO
5746
• For flat and round
grip
• Chrome plated
• 200 mm

Pair

357

12

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

• Compliant with BS
1919
• Die Cast D styled
handle
• Tubular chrome
coated frame
• Wing nut blade
Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’)
and 300 mm (12’’)
hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS
blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Set

357

Set

• Dome shaped body
Each
• Brass suction pump
• Heavy gauge tin
• Powder coated
• Two ball valve pump
• No spring on the
bottom suction valve

13

Spark plug
sockets 14mm,
16mm and
21mm

• ½ Drive
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3
• Chrome plated

14

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
Each
• Striking faces
induction hardened
and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder
coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length
handle
• 0.840 kilograms
weight

15

Feeler gauge

•
•
•
•
•

Protective handle
Set
Handle Nickel plated
Folding
0.05 mm to 1.5 mm
20 blades assorted
as per range

357

16

Digital Multi
Meter

• Voltage max 12 –
Each
1000 Volts
• Removable rubber
holster with integral
lead holder
• Resistance Max 32.6
Kilo Ohms
• Auto ranging reading
/peak hold, bar graph
• Overload indication
• Low battery indicator
tilt stand and hanger.
• Single pole phase
testing
• Safety rating Cat
III 600V and Cat II
1000V

357

17

Chisel and Punch
set ( 6 pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum Set
Vanadium air
hardened tempered
along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head
induction tempered
to prevent shattering
• Working edge
polished and clear
vanished
• In a PVC pack

357

18

Pipe Wrench 250 • Jaw teeth induction
mm (Stillson type)
hardened
• Spheroidal graphite
cast handle
• Drop forged hook,
hardened ,and
tempered
• Drop forged
Chrome Vanadium
handle hardened and
tempered

19

Adjustable wrench • Chrome Vanadium
open end
Steel
• Manganese
Phosphate finish
• 150 mm length Jaw
set at 15 Degrees

357

20

Grip
(Vice
mm

357

21

Hexagonal
Key Set

22

Wire Brash

23

Engineers Second • BS 498: 1990
Set
cut file 6 piece Set • 2 file wooden
handles
• Hand file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150 mm

357

24

Long nose pliers • Chrome Vanadium
with cutter
steel with vinyl
handle
• Double polished
head and joint with
induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping
and crimping jaws
behind the head

357

357

357

Each

wrenches • Chrome Vanadium
Grip) 100
steel 31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to
50 HRC, three point
shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire
grove
• Adjustable screw
and release lever with
modified plastic grip
• Safe to release
Allen • Chrome Vanadium
Steel 59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• DIN 911

Set

• With wooden handle Each
• With scraper
• Bristle type

Each

357

357

357

25

Water Pump pliers • Chrome Vanadium
steel 31CrV3
• Chrome plated
• Induction hardened
teeth

Each

357

26

Oil Filter
wrench

Each

357

27

Pin Punch Set 6 • Chrome Molybdenum Set
pieces
Vanadium air
hardened 45CrMoV7
steel
• Hardened and
tempered along the
full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge
polished and clear
Vanished
• In PVC stand

357

Torx Set ( For Torx • Hexagon socket key
Screws) T9 – T40
with ball end holder
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 59CrV4
• Gunmetal finish
• Supplied in plastic
wallet

357

28

29

strap • Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3
• Chrome plated
• Strong wide strap
• Light Duty

Tool Box empty

		

Set

• 5 Compartments
Each
• Smooth and easy
opening
• Maximum access to
the bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated
and powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

7

Pointing trowel

• Length 150 mm blade,
plastic handle
• Manufactured of ground
polished, hardened and
tempered high steel
carbon alloy blade
• With high angle handle
• Chromed ferrule to hold
the forged tang firmly

Each

896

8

Jointer round

• 10mm diameter,
• plastic handle
• Size 150 mm

Each

896

9

Wooden float

•
•
•
•
•

Size 290 x 100 mm
Manufactured from wood
Length 250 mm
Wooden handle
Be suitable to dress brick
and stone work prior to
rendering
• Replaceable plain and
comb style bits supplied
separately
• With fine grain, forged
steel head, hardened and
tempered with polished
faces

Each

896

10

Chasing hammer • Length 250 mm
• Wooden handle
• Be suitable to dress brick
and stone work prior to
rendering
• Replaceable plain and
comb style bits supplied
separately
• With fine grain, forged
steel head, hardened and
tempered with polished
faces

Each

896

11

Claw hammer

Each

896

12

Mallet hammer • Face size:
(Set of 30)
(42 , 55, 280) mm
• Length:
(280, 315, 300) mm
• Rubber head
• Wooden handle

Each

896

13

Tile cutter

• Portable,
Each
• 450W- 240V electric
motor
• Designed to cut
porcelain, glazed ceramic,
slate, quarry, , stone tiles
• With rimmed diamond
cutting blade
• 450 cutting guide and
3.5 Litre capacity water
reservoir
• Safety features include
blade guard, thermal
overload protection.

896

14

Shinning trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Aluminium shank, single
tang banana pattern
• Six rivet construction
cross ground
• Hardened and tempered
steel blade
• Solid plastic handle

Each

896

15

Skirting trowel

• 75 X 230mm,
• Hardened and tempered
steel blade
• Wooden handle

Each

896

16

Sliding bevel

• Length 230mm
• Stainless steel blade
• Rosewood stock with
brace tips for greater
wear resistance
• With a brace screw to
lock the sliding steel
blade into position

Each

896

357

LOT # 2 BRICKLAYING (BRL)
NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Tape Measure

• Length 30m,
Each
• High tensile strength
fiberglass blade
• Dual scale (metric and
imperial)
• Tape housed in high
impact plastic case with
flush winding handle and
belt clip

896

2

Tape Measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade,
nylon coated to last
longer
• Double sided marked
blade
• With a sliding magnetic
hook and belt clip
• Plastic cased

Each

896

3

Builder’s line

• Length 50m,
• Made of acrylic twine

Each

896

4

Brick trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Ground polished,
hardened and tempered
high carbon steel alloy
blades
• Tapered to the tip with
high angle handles
• Chromed ferrule to hold
the tang firmly
• Solid plastic handle

Each

896

• Length 1m,
• Extruded aluminium
body with powder coat
finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric
and imperial (inches)
graduation
• Have a V-groove

Each

• Length
500mm x 400mm
• Manufactured of ground
polished, hardened and
tempered high steel
carbon alloy blade

Each

5

6

Spirit level

Builders square

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

896

896

• With fine grain, drop
forged steel Head
• Striking face induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder
coated head
• With hardwood handle

17

Bolster

•
•
•
•

Length 300mm
Each
High carbon tool frame
Length 300 mm
Die cast aluminium
frame with mild
measuring face for
accuracy
• Vertical and horizontal
vials to measure normally
and upside down
• To include leather belt
pouch.

896

18

Boat Level

• Length 300 mm
Each
• Die cast aluminium frame
with mild measuring face
for accuracy
• Vertical and horizontal
vials to measure normally
and upside down
• To include leather belt
pouch.

896

19

Internal &
External
Trowels

• Length 150mm
• Hardened and tempered
steel blade
• wooden handle

Pair

896

20

Lime Brush

• length 300mm
• Sisal Fillings,
• Wooden handle

Each

896

LOT # 3 CARPENTRY AND JOINERY (CRJ)
NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Claw hammer

• With fine grain, drop
forged steel Head
• Striking face induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder
coated head
• With hardwood handle

Each

941

• With fine grain, drop
forged steel Head
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder
coated head
• With hardwood handle

Each

• Length 600mm
• Hardened and ground
steel with glazed and
polished blade
• Tensioned and fully
sprung
• In wallet and tooth guard

Each

2

3

4

5

6

Ball Pein
hammer

Cross cut saw

Tenon Saw

Rip saw handle

941

8

Brace Ratchet • High Speed Steel
Brace Wheel
• Chrome coated

Each

941

9

Drill bit set
bits)

Each

941

10

Tape Measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade,
nylon coated to last
longer
• Plastic cased
• Double sided marked
blade
• With a sliding magnetic
hook and belt clip

Each

941

11

Mortise gauge

• Length 150 mm
• Manufactured from rose
wood
• Has a pull slide
• Has a brass adjustable
screw and a brass plated
head
• Fitted with a single and
double spur

Each

941

12

Combination Try • Length 300mm
Each
Square
• With spirit level
• Die cast zinc alloy head
with 300 mm rule
• Spare lock and nut and
mandrel for 300 mm
• Spare scriber for 300 mm

941

13

Chisel set (4)

• Sizes (6, 10, 13, 19) mm Each
• With chrome vanadium
alloy tips hardened,
tempered ground and
polished
• Handles with impact
resistant end caps.

941

14

Screw drivers
set
(7 pieces)

•
•
•
•
•

Flathead tip size 4 mm
Each
Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
Cross head (Phillip) PH 1
Blade tips according to
DIN ISO 2380 – 1 form A
3 Component Handles
Power grip with hanging
hole
Positive fit joint of handle
and blade for optimum
transmission of force type
of handled at the end of
the tip
Molybdenum-Vanadium
tempered steel

941

• Cast iron body
Each
• High performance carbon
steel blade, hardened and
tempered
• Rigid handles shaped for
comfort

941

T O T A L
PRICE

941

941

• Length 600mm,
• high quality hardened
steel blade
• Solid plastic handle

941

Jack plane No. • High performance carbon
5
steel blade hardened and
tampered
• Fully adjustable frog for
all tasks and timber types
• Unbreakable
polypropylene handle and
knob shaped for comfort
• Adjustable Cutter for the
depth of cut alignment
• Tight fitting spring steel
cap iron for optimum
shaving flow
• Cast fine grey iron base
for stability and ware
resistance.

S m o o t h i n g • High performance carbon Each
Plane No. 4,
steel blade, hardened and
tempered
• Fully adjustable frog for
all tasks and timber types
• Unbreakable
polypropylene handle and
knob shaped for comfort
• Adjustable Cutter for the
depth of cut alignment
• Tight fitting spring steel
cap iron for optimum
shaving flow
• Cast fine grey iron base
for stability and ware
resistance.

941

• 250 mm, high grade steel Each
blade
• Hardened and ground
steel with glazed and
polished blade
• Tensioned and fully
sprung
• Highly polished brass
back and handle
• In wallet and tooth guard
Each

UNIT
PRICE

7

(7 • Solid single twist
• Spur point and hexagonal
shank.

•
•
•

•
Each

941

15

Spoke shave

16

Pincer
Steel, • Length 200 mm
File, (set)
• Manufactured from
chrome-vanadium steel
with induction hardened
ground and polished jaws
• Bonded vinyl coated
handles.

Each

941

17

File, (set)

Set

941

• Length 255 mm,
(flat , round, half
round, three square),
• Manufactured
according to BS
498:1990
• With solid plastic grip
handles

18

Rasp set of 3

• Length 300 mm
• flat, round, half round
• With tough enamelled
alloy bodies
• High carbon heat treated
steel blades

Each

941

19

Oil stone

• Face (200 x 50 x 25) mm Each
• Bench stone
• Combination aluminium
oxide

941

20

Spirit level

• Length 1m,
• Extruded aluminium body
with powder coat finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric
and imperial (inches)
graduation
• Have a V-groove

21

Each

G Clamp (light • Made of pressed steel
duty)
• Welded steel frame
• Chrome plated steel
screw, handle and swivel
shoes

Set

22

Sash Clamp

• Length 1,200 mm
• SG du cast iron heads
and slides
• Bars manufactured from
bright drawn steel
• Made of reinforced steel

Each

941

23

Mallet hammer

• Length 320 mm
• Head size 114 mm
• Made of beech wood

Each

941

24

Saw Set

• Made of steel body
• Can be used for coarse
and fine setting

Each

941

		

941

5

Side Cutter

• Compliant with ISO 5746 Each
• For flat and round grip
• Chrome Vanadium
Cr59V3
• Oil hardened Chrome
plated
• 200 mm
• 1000 V fully insulated
handles
• Cutting edges inductively
hardened

459

6

Spring bender

• ½” bender
• ¾” bender

Each

459

7

Fishing tape

•
•
•
•

Each

459

8

Chasing
hammer

• 500 g, by weight
• Wooden Handle
• Teethed edge

Each

459

9

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

• Compliant with BS 1919 Set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated
frame
• Wing nut blade Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and
300 mm (12’’) hacksaw
blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades •
24 teeth per inch

459

10

Ball pein
Hammer

• Drop forged
Each
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

459

11

Steel Tape
Measure

•
•
•
•

5m
Reverse printed blade
Nylon coated blade
Housed in a high impact
plastic case
• Magnetic hook

Each

459

12

Electric
soldering iron

• 70W, 240V and 3 wire
cable

Each

459

13

Solder sacker

• Single handed
Each
• Temperature resistant
• Can be placed directly
onto the solder
• Anti-static body
• Nozzle size 3 mm OD, 1.5
mm ID and 20 mm length
• Heat resistant tip
• aluminium housing
• 195 mm length
• Plastic with rubber seals

459

14

Chisel

• 2-3/4 “ blade width
• one piece forged handle
and blade of strong alloy
• Corrosion resistant black
finish
• 203.2 overall length
• 0.5 Kgs by weight
• With protective rubber
shield

Each

459

15

Cold chisel

• chrome vanadium air
hardened steel
• blade width of 10 mm
• Multi-coating of impact
• Octagonal grip shank

Each

459

16

Spirit Level

• 70 mm in length
• Measurement accuracy
in normal positions of
0.50 mm/m
• Standard anti slip end
caps

Each

459

17

Screw Driver
tester

•
•
•
•

Each

459

18

Combination
spanner 6 -32
mm (26 piece
set)

• Compliant with ISO 3318
and ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

Set

459

19

Neon
tester

LOT # 4 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION AND ELECTRONICS (EIE)
NO

DESCRIPTION

1

Digital
Meter

2

3

4

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

Multi • Voltage max 12 – 1000
Each
Volts
• Removable rubber holster
with integral lead holder
• Resistance Max 32.6 Kilo
Ohms
• Auto ranging reading /
peak hold, bar graph
• Overload indication
• Low battery indicator tilt
stand and hanger.
• Single pole phase testing
• Safety rating Cat III 600V
and Cat II 1000V

459

Screw drivers
Set of 6 piece
of flat head

• Head marked
• 1000V Fully insulation
including the blade
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to
DIN – ISO 2380- 1 Form
A
• Precision made blade tip

Engineers
pliers Straight

• Compliant with ISO 5746 Pair
• For flat and round grip
• Chrome Vanadium
Cr59V3
• Chrome plated
• 200 mm
• 1000 V fully insulated
handles

459

• Compliant with ISO 5746 Each
• For flat and round grip
• Chrome Vanadium
Cr59V3
• Chrome plated
• 200 mm
• 1000 V fully insulated
handles
• Long flat jaws and
gripping surfaces

459

Long nose plier

Set

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

459

Non corrosive
Non conductive
30 m in length steel
Housed in a nonconductive casing

3 mm Flat end tip
Nickel plated Iron
1000V insulated body
100 - 500 V Neon Lamp

voltage • 90 – 250V
• AC/DC with pocket clip
• 5 inch lead probe
		
LOT # 5 FABRICATION AND WELDING (FBW)

459

NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Welding helmet

• Lens Shade DIN10
Each
• Dark lens 108x51x3mm
• Glass clear lens
108x89mm
• Impact resistant plastic
(DIN 175B)
• Flame retardant
• Front flip
• Adjustable head strip

632

Each

632

Each

632

2

Welding goggles

• Green flip top
• Lens shade DIN5
• Ventilation poles

3

Steel
Measure

5m
Reverse printed blade
Nylon coated blade
Housed in a high impact
plastic case
• Magnetic hook

4

Leather
(Elbow)

Tape •
•
•
•

Gloves • Heavy duty
• Reinforced palm and
thumb
• Length 200mm
• Green/blue/grey
• Compliant with EN420

Pair

632

gloves • Heavy duty
• Reinforced palm and
thumb
• Palm length
• Green/blue/grey
• EN420 • Type A

Pair

632

5

Leather
(Palm)

6

Steel ruler

• Length 600mm
• Stainless steel with
polished finish
• Metric to imperial
conversion
• Permanent black figures
and graduation
• Accuracy ± 0.2mm
• Square end flexible

Each

632

7

Try square

• Length 300mm
• Stainless steel with
polished finish
• Metric to imperial
conversion
• Permanent black figures
and graduation
• Accuracy ± 0.2mm
• Square end flexible high
speed blade

Each

632

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
ground
• Blue epoxy powder
coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Each

8

9

Ball pein
Hammer

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

• Compliant with BS 1919 set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated
frame
• Wing nut blade
Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and
300 mm (12’’) hacksaw
blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

632

Snips (General
purpose)

• Drop forged carbon steel Each
• Hardened precision
ground blades
• Length 200mm
• Sheet thickness 1.2mm
at strength of 600N/mm2

632

11

Nozzle cleaner

• High strength needle type Each
files
• Anodised aluminium flipup pocket case
• 6 Piece pack

632

• Length 180mm
• Hardened and tempered
high grade steel
• Knurled body
• Double ended with one
straight point and the
other at 900

632

Scriber

Each

Welders’
chipping
hammer

• Hardened and tempered
spring steel head
• Chisel edge and point
striking faces
• Epoxy coating
• Spring steel impact
absorbing handle
• 300g pick and flat ends

Each

632

14

Chisel and
Punch set (6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full
length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent
shattering
• Working edge polished
and clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Set

632

15

Rubber Mallet

• Face 65mm Diameter
• Head size 24Oz
• Handle length 300mm

Each

632

16

Leather Apron

• One piece 600x1200cm Each
• Two side pockets
• neck and back stripes

632

17

Adjustable
wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3
• Manganese Phosphate
finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set
at 15 Degrees
• Ground head

632

18

Screwdriver set
(6 piece)

• Flat Head marked
Set
• Cross head PH1 and PH2
• Slotted/Straight head 4,
5.5, 6.5 and 8mm)
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN –
ISO 2380- 2
• Blade tip according to
DIN – ISO 2380- 1
Form A
• Precision made blade tip

632

19

File (Engineers • Compliant with BS
Industrial)
set
498:1990
with
plastic • 1 hand file (250mm)
handles
• 1 flat file (250mm)
• 1 Round file (250mm)
• 1 Half round file
(250mm)
• Manufactured from
chrome/molybdenum
steel
• Hardened and tempered
• Bastard cut, second cut
and smooth cut

20

Taps and die set • M3 – M12
Each
• High speed steel ground
thread (ISO 529)
• Tapping drills (BS328/
DIN338N)
• Split dies and nuts
manufactured to BS1127

632

21

Spring universal
divider

• Must have a Circular
spring bow joining the
legs.
• Extension on the bow for
used when pivoting
• 60 g by weight
• Length 200mm

Each

632

22

Spring inside
calliper

• Must have a Circular
spring bow joining the
legs.
• Extension on the bow for
used when pivoting
• 60 g by weight
• Length 200mm

Each

632

23

Spring
calliper

outside • Must have a Circular
spring bow joining the
legs.
• Extension on the bow for
used when pivoting
• 60 g by weight

Each

632

24

Portable
arc welding
Machine

Each

874

632

10

12

13
U N I T TOTAL
PRICE
PRICE

•
•
•
•

Input 230V
50HZ
Maximum output 200A
60% Duty cycle at 160A

Each

25

Angle Grinder

• Input 220-240V and 13
Amps
• RPM above 2200
• Output 1200 Watts
• Disc size 9”

Each

632

26

Portable Drilling •
Machine
•
•
•
•
•

115 mm
Each
Spindle thread 14’’
220-240 V A/C 13Amps
900 Watts output
Light Duty
Metal drive gears

632

27

Drilling Bits set • General purpose drill bits Each
from 1 mm to • Should be imperial set
13 mm
• Point angle of 118
Degrees
• Normal helix angle
• Relief angle of 10
Degrees to 20 Degrees
• Tolerance of h8
• Compliant with BS 328
DIN 338 RN

632

28

Tong

• Length 500mm
• Closed mouth
• Flat

Each

632

29

Soldering iron

• Copper bit
• Wooden handle
• Straight shaft

Each

632

30

Combination
pliers with
cutter

• Chrome Vanadium steel
with vinyl handle
• Double polished head
and joint with induction
hardened cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the
head

Each

632

31

Wire Brash

• With wooden handle
• With scraper
• Bristle type

Each

632

		
LOT # 6 GENERAL FITTING (GFT)
NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Spring divider

• Must have a Circular
spring bow joining the
legs.
• Extension on the bow for
used when pivoting
• 60 g by weight

Each

101

2

Engineers
Square

Try • Hardened blade
Each
• Accurately grounded blade
and stock
• Accurate right angles on
inside and outside
• 300 mm in length

101

3

E n g i n e e r i n g • Length 300mm
Steel Ruler
• Stainless steel with
polished finish
• Permanently engraved
• Metric to imperial
conversion table on
reverse side

4

5

6

7

Each

101

Old leg Calliper • Fine adjustment features
Each
Inside
• Chrome finish with clear
and easy read graduations
• 230g by weight
• 180 mm range

101

Outside Old Leg • Must have a Circular
Calliper
spring bow joining the
legs.
• 60 g by weight

101

Ball pein
Hammer

• Drop forged
101
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight
Each

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

9

Straight pattern • 200 mm in length
Each
Snips
• Carbon Steel SAE 1045
• Drop forged and heat
treated
• Cutting surfaces induction
hardened
• Precision ground cutters
• Blue epoxy powder coated

101

10

Pin Punch Set 6 • Chrome Molybdenum
pieces
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered
along the full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge polished
and clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Set

101

11

Screw
drivers • Head marked
Set
Set of 6 piece • Hanging hole
of cross head
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN
– ISO 2380- 1 Form
• Precision made
• blade tip

101

12

Chisel
and • Chrome Molybdenum
Punch
Vanadium air hardened
set (6 pieces)
tempered along the full
length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent
shattering
• Working edge polished
and clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Set

101

13

Pin Punch Set 6 • Chrome Molybdenum
pieces
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered
along the full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge polished
and clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Set

101

14

Rubber Mallets

• Soft surface
• Must provide a gentle but
film blow with little
rebound
• Solid hickory shaft

Each

101

15

Vernier calliper

• Fine adjustment features
Each
• Chrome finish with clear
and easy read graduations
• 230g by weight
• 180 mm range

101

16

M i c r o m e t r e • Fine adjustment features
Each
Calliper
• Chrome finish with clear
and easy read graduations
• 230 g by weight
• 180 mm range

101

16

Engineers
Second cut file
6 piece Set

• Compliant with BS 498:
1990
• 2 file wooden handles
• Hand file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150 mm

101

17

Adjustable
wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
Each
• Manganese Phosphate
finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set at
15 Degrees

TOTAL
PRICE

101

E n g i n e e r s • Double ended with one
Each
Scriber
straight point and the other
at 90 degrees
• 180 mm in length
• Ideal for confined space

Each

UNIT
PRICE

8

• Compliant with BS 1919 Set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated
frame
• Wing nut blade Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and
300 mm (12’’) hacksaw
blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Set

101

101

18

• Compliant with BS 498:
1990
• 2 file wooden handles
• Hand file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150 mm

Set

Needle File Set • The set must include
13 piece Set
• Hand needle file
• Round needle file
• Square needle file
• Three square needle file
• Taper flat needle file
• Knife needle file
• Pippin needle file
• Warding needle file
• Slitting needle file
• Round edge joint needle
Files
• Crossing needle file
• Barrette needle file

Set

20

Set of Dies and • Metric system
Die Stock set
• From M 3 to M 12 pitch
• Must have a die stock

Set

101

21

Portable Drilling • 115 mm
Machine
• Spindle thread 14’’
• 240 v A/C
• 900 Watts output
• Light Duty
• Metal drive gears

Each

101

19

22

Engineers
Second cut file
6 piece Set

101

Safety
goggles

Each

101

24

Speed brace

• Square drive
head
• Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3

Each

101

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

101

Each

101

26

Grip wrenches ( • Chrome Vanadium
Vice Grip) 100
steel 31CrV3
mm
• Nickel plated

• Jaws hardened to 50
HRC, three point
shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire
grove
• Adjustable screw
and release lever with
modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

27

Hexagonal Allen • Chrome Vanadium Steel
Key Set
59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• Compliant with DIN 911

Each

28

Sliding T
½’’ drive

Bar • Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

101

29

Reversible
Ratchet

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

101

30

Side Cutter

• Compliant with ISO 5749 Each
• Good lever action for easy
cutting
• Inductively hardened
cutting edges

101

31

Engineers pliers, • Compliant with ISO 5746 Pair
Straight
• For flat and round grip
• Chrome plated
• 200 mm

101

32

Combination
spanner set 6
– 32 mm, 26
pieces

Set

• Compliant with ISO 3318
and ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

Set

101

34

Screw drivers,
Set of 6 piece
of cross head

•
•
•
•

Head marked
Set
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN
– ISO 2380- 1 Form
• Precision made
• blade tip

101

35

Tool Box empty

• 5 Compartments
Each
• Smooth and easy opening
• Maximum access to the
bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

LOT # 7 MOTOR CYCLE MECHANICS (MCM)

23

Extension

• Chrome – vanadium with
chrome plated

		

101

25

Socket spanner
Half inch drive,
6 – 32 mm

101

Drilling Bits set • General purpose drill bits Each
from 1 mm to • Should be imperial set
13 mm
• Point angle of 118 Degrees
• Normal helix angle
• Relief angle of 10 Degrees
to 20 Degrees
• Tolerance of h8
• Compliant with BS 328
DIN 338 RN
Clear • Polycarbonate lens
• Clear anti scratch lens

33

101

101

NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

1

Screw drivers • Head marked
Set
Set of 6 piece • Hanging hole
of cross head
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to
DIN – ISO 2380- 1 Form
• Precision made, blade tip

94

2

Ball
Hammer

94

3

Hexagonal
Allen Key Set

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• Compliant with DIN 911

Set

94

4

Pipe Wrench
250 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction
hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook ,
hardened ,and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome
Vanadium handle
hardened and tempered

Each

94

5

Adjustable
wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel Each
• Manganese Phosphate
finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set
at 15 Degrees

94

4

Reversible
Ratchet

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

94

6

Combination
spanner set 6
– 32 mm, 26
pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 Set
and ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

94

7

Wire Brash
Engineers
Second cut file
6 piece Set

• Compliant with BS 498:
1990
• 2 file wooden handles
• Hand file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150 mm

94

pein • Drop forged
Each
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Each

Each

QTY

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

8

9

10

11

Engineers
Second cut
file 6 piece
Set

• Compliant with BS
Set
498: 1990
• 2 file wooden handles
• Hand file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150
mm

94

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

• Compliant with BS 1919 Set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated
frame
• Wing nut blade
Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and
300 mm (12’’) hacksaw
blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

94

Spoke Wretch

• 5.2 mm Chrome
Vanadium steel
• 6.8 mm Chrome
Vanadium steel
• Chrome plated

94

Each

Engineers pliers • Compliant with ISO 5746 Pair
Straight
• For flat and round grip
• Chrome plated
• 200 mm

94

Flywheel puller • Five tools have the double
10 piece Kit
end
• For all the
brands like Yamaha
Honda and any other
bigger brands
• 50 mm x 1.5 mm LH
Female – MP 48 external
deep armature puller

Each

13

M o t o r c y c l e • Chrome Vanadium steel. Each
Clutch Holder
• Chrome plated

94

14

Side Cutter

• Compliant with ISO 5749 Each
• Good lever action for easy
cutting
• Inductively hardened
cutting edges

94

16

Digital
Meter

Multi • Voltage max 12 – 1000
Each
Volts
• Removable rubber holster
with integral lead holder
• Resistance Max 32.6
KOhms
• Auto ranging reading /
peak hold, bar graph
• Overload indication
• Low battery indicator tilt
stand and hanger.
• Single pole phase testing
• Safety rating Cat III 600V
and Cat II 1000V

94

12

17

Speed brace

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

94

18

Extension

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

94

19

Grip wrenches
(Vice Grip)
100 mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50
HRC, three point shaped
bottom jaw upper jaw
with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and
release lever with
modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

Each

94

20

Pin Punch Set • Chrome Molybdenum
6 pieces
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered
along the full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge polished
and clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Set

94

21

Rubber Mallets

22

Socket spanner • Chrome – vanadium
Half inch drive, • Chrome plated
6 – 32 mm

23

Tool Box empty • 5 Compartments
Each
• Smooth and easy opening
• Maximum access to the
bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

94

24

Oil Can

Dome shaped body
Brass suction pump
Heavy gauge tin
Powder coated
Two ball valve pump
No spring on the bottom
suction valve

Each

94

25

Sliding T Bar • Square drive head
½’’ drive
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

94

26

Speed brace

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

94

27

Extension

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Each

94

28

Spark Plug
• ½ drive
sockets 14 mm • Chrome Vanadium steel
16 mm, and 21
31 CrV3
mm
• Chrome plated

Set

94

29

Feeler gauge

• Protective handle
Set
• Handle Nickel plated
• Folding
• 0.05 mm to 1.5 mm
• 20 blades assorted as per
range

94

30

Chisel
and • Chrome Molybdenum
Punch
Vanadium air hardened
set (6 pieces)
tempered along the full
length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent
shattering
• Working edge polished
and clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Set

94

31

Pipe Wrench
250 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction
hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook,
hardened and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome
Vanadium handle
hardened and tempered

Each

94

32

Grip wrenches
(Vice Grip)
100 mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
Each
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50
HRC, three point shaped
bottom jaw upper jaw
with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and
release lever with modified
plastic grip
• Safe to release

94

33

Wire Brash

• With wooden handle
• With scraper
• Bristle type

Each

94

34

Long
pliers
cutter

nose • Chrome Vanadium steel
Each
with
with vinyl handle
• Double polished head
joint with induction
hardened cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the
head

94

35

Water
pliers

94

• Soft surface
Each
• Must provide a gentle but
film blow with little
rebound
• Solid hickory shaft

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pump • Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Chrome plated
• Induction hardened teeth

Set

Each

94

94

94

36

Pin Punch Set • Chrome Molybdenum
6 pieces
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered
along the full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge polished
and clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Set

94

13

Artist brush set

• Set of 5,
• Long pure black high
quality bristles
• High quality lacquered
wood handles
• Chrome plated lapped
and pressed ferrule

Each

55

14

Ruler

• Length 1m
• Spring tempered flexible
steel blades
• Graduated in metric and
imperial (inches)

Each

55

15

Tape Measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade,
nylon coated to last
longer
• Double sided marked
blade
• With a sliding magnetic
hook and belt clip

16

Scissors

• Length180 mm
• Stainless steel with high
polish finish
• With asymmetrical
handles
• All metal bodied

Pair

55

17

Filling Knife

• Length 150 mm
• Heavy duty with scale
tangs
• Tempered flexible steel
blades
• Polished rosewood
handles

Each

55

18

Nail Punch

• Length 100mm
Each
• Manufactured from
hardened and tempered
steel with a knurled body
for extra grip
• Conform to BS 3066

55

19

Spirit Level
(Two)

• Length300 mm
Each
• Length 600mm
• Extruded aluminium body
with powder coat finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric
and imperial (inches)
graduation
• Have a V-groove

55

20

Chalk Line
(Blue, red, and
white)

• Length 30 m,
• Acrylic twine
• Complete with folding
locking handle
• With felt gasket
• With sliding hatch for
filling chalk
• Have universal hook
• With 3 medium size
chalk line refills

Each

55

21

Shave Hook,
(Set of 3)

• Length 200 mm
• High carbon, clear
lacquered steel blade
• With quality wooden
handles and half tang
fixing
• Be able to remove paint
from flat, concave, and
convex mouldings

Set

55

22

Spray Gun

• Gravity Fed
Each
• Well balanced with large,
responsive trigger and
adjustable width spray
• With 1/4” NPT male
fittings
• 40 – 60 psi, 6-12 cfm
screw top
• 1.4 mm nozzle
• With one spare nozzle

LOT # 8 PAINTING AND DECORATION (PAD)
NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

1

Paint brushes

• Set of 5 (25 – 175) mm Each
• Pure bristle
• Cushioned with rubber
grip handles

55

2

Scrapper

• Blade length 125 x 63
mm
• Heavy duty
• With scale tangs
• Tempered flexible steel
blades
• Solid plastic handles

Each

55

Each

3

Glass cutter

• Adjustable,
• six wheel 3 – 6mm

4

combination
Pliers

• Length 180m
Set
• Double polished head
and nut
• Chrome vanadium steel
• Bonded vinyl coated
handles
• Hardened cutting edges
• With side cutters

5

6

Screw driver set •
•
•
•

Cold chisel

QTY

55
55

Head marked
Set
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to
DIN – ISO 2380- 1 Form
A
• Precision made blade tip

55

• Length 200mm
• Manufactured from
chrome vanadium
• With protector sleeves
made of high resistant
plastic grips

Each

55

7

Pincer

• Length 200 mm
• Manufactured from
chrome vanadium Steel
• With hardened, ground
and polished jaws
• With bonded-coated
handles

Each

55

8

Trimming knife

• Length 80 mm
• Die cast body
• With heavy duty knurled
style
• Complete with 5 blades

Each

55

9

Wire brush (Set • High grade steel bristle,
of 5)
• Shaft mounted circular
(30 x 12, 50 x 10, 50 x
20)
• Flat end decarbonising
12 x 20
• Pointed end
decarbonising 12 x 20.

Each

55

Brick trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Ground polished,
hardened and tempered
high carbon steel alloy
blades
• Tapered to the tip with
high angle handles
• Chromed ferrule to hold
the tang firmly

Each

• Length 230
• Core diameter 44 mm
• Polyester extra-long pile
refill

Each

• With fine grain, drop
forged steel Head
• Striking face induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder
coated head
• With hardwood handle

Each

10

11

12

Roller brush

Claw hammer

UNIT PRICE TOTAL
PRICE

55

		

Each

55

55

LOT # 9 PLUMBING (PLU)
55

55

NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Pipe Wrench
250 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction
Each
hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook ,
hardened ,and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome
Vanadium handle
hardened and tempered

637

UNIT PRICE T O T A L
PRICE

2

Steel ruler

• Length 600mm
• Stainless steel with
polished finish
• Metric to imperial
conversion
• Permanent black figures
and graduation
• Accuracy ± 0.2mm
• Square end flexible

Each

637

3

Wooden Folding • Length 1 meter
rule
• Deep edged graduation
• Dual graduation (metric
and imperial)

Each

637

Steel
Measure

Each

4

5

6

7

Tape • Length 5 Meter
• Reverse printed blade
• Housed in a high impact
plastic case
• Magnetic hook

Ball pein
Hammer

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

Spirit level

637

• Compliant with BS 1919 Set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated
frame
• Wing nut blade
Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and
300 mm (12’’) hacksaw
blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

637

• Length 1m,
• Extruded aluminium
body with powder coat
finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric
and imperial (inches)
graduation
• Have a V-groove

637

8

Combination
pliers with
cutter

• Chrome Vanadium steel Each
with vinyl handle
• Double polished head
and joint with induction
hardened cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the
head

637

9

Adjustable
wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3
• Manganese Phosphate
finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set
at 15 Degrees
• Ground head

637

10

Screwdriver set
(6 piece)

Each

• Flat Head marked
Set
• Cross head PH1 and
PH2
• Slotted/Straight head 4,
5.5, 6.5 and 8mm)
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN –
ISO 2380- 2
• Blade tip according to
DIN – ISO 2380- 1 Form
A
• Precision made blade
tip

Chisel and
Punch set
(6 pieces)

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full
length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent
shattering
• Working edge polished
and clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Set

637

14

Soldering iron

•
•
•
•

Each

637

15

Chasing hammer • 500 g, by weight
• Wooden Handle
• Teethed edge

Each

637

16

Snips (General • Drop forged carbon steel Each
purpose)
• Hardened precision
ground blades
• Length 200mm
• Sheet thickness 1.2mm
at strength of 600N/mm2

637

17

Brick trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Ground polished,
hardened and tempered
high carbon steel alloy
blades
• Tapered to the tip with
high angle handles
• Chromed ferrule to hold
the tang firmly
• Solid plastic handle

Each

637

18

Portable
Plumber’s Stock
& Die

• High Speed Steel

Set

637

19

Vernier calliper

• Fine adjustment features Each
• Chrome finish with clear
and easy read
graduations
• 230 g by weight
• 180 mm range

637

20

Combination
• Chrome Vanadium steel Each
pliers with cutter
with vinyl handle
• Double polished
• head and joint with
induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the
head

637

637

• Drop forged
Each
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
ground
• Blue epoxy powder
coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Each

13

Copper hatchet bit
Wooden handle
Straight shaft
Charcoal fired

LOT # 10 REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING MECHANICS (RAM)
NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

1

Digital
Multimeter

• Max Voltage 700V AC,
Set
1000V DC
• Max current 10A AC/DC
• Max Frequency 150 kHz
• Tilt stand
• Overload indicator or
hanger
• Well insulated probes

96

2

Pin Punch Set 6
pieces

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered
along the full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge polished
and clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Set

96

3

Uni-weld A/C
Manifold gauge
set

• Brass body
Set
• With adaptor and spanner

96

4

Combination
spanner set 6
– 32 mm, 26
pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 Set
and ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

96

5

Socket spanner
Half inch drive,
6 – 32 mm

637

11

Spring bender, ½ – ¾ range
internal

Each

637

12

File (Engineers • Compliant with BS
Each
Industrial)
set
498:1990
with
plastic • 1 hand file (250mm)
handles
• 1 flat file (250mm)
• 1 Round file (250mm)
• 1 Half round file
(250mm)
• Manufactured from
chrome/ molybdenum
steel
• Hardened and tempered
• Bastard cut, second cut
and smooth cut

637

• Chrome – vanadium
with chrome plated

UNIT

Set

QTY

96

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

6

Head marked
Set
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to
DIN – ISO 2380- 1 Form
• Precision made
• blade tip
• 1000 V insulated

96

• Compliant with ISO 5749 Each
• Good lever action for easy
cutting
• Inductively hardened
cutting edges
• 1000V insulated

96

Adjustable
wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel Each
• Manganese Phosphate
finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set
at 15 Degrees

96

9

Grip wrenches
(Vice Grip) 100
mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50
HRC, three point shaped
bottom jaw upper jaw
with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and
release lever with
modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

Each

96

10

Swaging kit and
flaring tool kit
(14 piece )

• 1 X 45 Full kit
• 4 – 16 mm capacity

Set

96

11

Hexagonal Allen
Key Set

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• Compliant with DIN 911

Set

96

12

Tube cutter

• 3 – 64 mm steel wheels Each
• High strength cast bodies
• Single cutting wheels
with four rollers
• Spring loaded release
mechanism
• Should be able to cut
Aluminium, brass and
copper tubes

96

• Compliant with BS 1919 Set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated
frame
• Wing nut blade
Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and
300 mm (12’’) hacksaw
blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

96

7

8

13

14

15

16

17

Screw drivers
•
Set of 6 piece of •
cross head
•
•

Side Cutter

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

Capillary
cutter

96

Tube bender for • High tensile with reverted Each
pipes ( 4 to 10
carbon steel.
mm in size
• PVC grips
• Carbon steel guides

96

Spirit Level

96

Leak Detector

Each

• Audible alarm
• High and low sensitive
level
• Cordless
• Six segment visual leak
size indicator
• 2 p pcs C Batteries

Each

Pipe Wrench
350 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction
hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook ,
hardened ,and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome
Vanadium handle
hardened and tempered

Each

96

19

Pop rivet gun

• Hand Lever type
• Chrome vanadium steel
• Chrome plated

Each

96

20

Pitch Off Pliers

• Chrome Vanadium
• Chrome plated

Each

96

21

Auto Locking
Tape Measure
(5 M)

• Nylon coated blade
• Reverse printed blades
• Double sided marking
blade
• Automatic brake
• Plastic casing

Each

96

22

Automotive Air • Electroplated surface
C o n d i t i o n e r • Copper adaptor
Adaptor
• Low Side Pressure

Each

96

23

Chisel and
Punch set (6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full
length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent
shattering
• Working edge polished
and clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Set

96

24

Ball pein
Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
ground
• Blue epoxy powder
coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Each

96

25

Universal
Reducing Valve

• Made of brass

Each

96

26

Tool Box empty

• 5 Compartments
Each
• Smooth and easy opening
• Maximum access to the
bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

96

LOT # 11 TAILORING AND FASHION DESIGN (TFD)

tube • 3 – 64 mm steel wheels Each
• High strength cast bodies
• Single cutting wheels
with two rollers
• Should be able to cut
Aluminium, brass and
copper tubes

• 70 mm in length
• Measurement accuracy
in normal positions of
0.50 mm/m
• Standard anti slip end
caps

18

96

No.

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Sewing machine
(Domestic)
Treadle
Operated

• 5-25 SPI (Stitch per Inch)
• Reverse feed machine
• Treadle stand with five drawer
top that is sturdy
• Plastic carry case.

Each

857

2

Sewing machine
(Domestic)
Hand Operated

• 5-25 SPI (Stitch per Inch)
• Reverse feed machine
• Plastic carry case

Each

857

3

Sew Kit Tweezer

• Stainless steel
• Length; 5 inches (125 mm)

Each

857

Tape Measure

• Length 2 metres
• Thread reinforced nylon
• Dual calibrated cm/inches

Each

857

Tailor’s Fabric
Scissors

•
•
•
•

Stainless steel blades
Straight and curved blade tips
Length 240 - 250mm
Asymmetrical plastic handle
design

Paper scissors

•
•
•
•

Stainless steel blades
All metal
Length 255 mm
Curved tips

Oil can

• 150 ml capacity
• Enamel finish
• Heavy gauge steel casing
• Seamless metal bodied
• Positive force feed brass and
valves

857

Each

857

Each

857

• Lightweight plastic with finger
hole for stability
• Replaceable stainless steel
blades
• Length 125 mm

Pair

857

Tailors chalk
(Box)

• Hard
• washable

Box

857

Screw drivers
Set

• Flathead tip size 4 mm
• Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
• Cross head (Phillip) PH 1
• Blade tips according to DIN ISO
2380 – 1 form A
• 3 Component Handles
• Power grip with hanging hole
• Positive fit joint of handle and
blade for optimum transmission
of force type of handled at the
end of the tip
• Molybdenum-Vanadium
tempered steel

Set

857

Bobbin
and
bobbin case

• Made of high steel grade
• Reparable

Set

857

Apron

• Made of cotton,
• ave two bands (neck and back)

Each

857

Cleaning
brushes

•
•
•
•

Each

857

Tailor’s Thread
cutting snips

4

Grading
ruler
1m, Steel
		

50 mm,
Polyester Bristles
Wood Varnished sash handle
Brass colour ferrule

• Made of steel
• Length 1 m

Each

No

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

1

Bumping
hammer

• Flat faced square and round
Each
heads
• Drop forged
• High carbon steel heads and
cheeks
• Weight 700g
• Hickory, octagonal section and
wooden handle

43

pein • Flat faced and straight pein head Each
• Drop forged
• High carbon steel heads and
cheeks
• Weight 700g
• Hickory, octagonal section and
wooden handle

43

2

Straight
hammer

Screwdriver set
(6 piece)

• Flat Head marked
Set
• Cross head PH1 and PH2
• Slotted/Straight head 4, 5.5, 6.5
and 8mm)
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
•
Vanadium,
molybdenum
tempered steel
• DIN – ISO 2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN – ISO
2380- 1 Form A
• Precision made blade tip

43

12

Ball pein
Hammer

• Drop forged
Each
• Striking faces induction hardened
and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

43

13

Chisel and Punch • Chrome Molybdenum Vanadium Set
set ( 6 pieces )
air hardened tempered along the
full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction tempered
to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and clear
vanished
• In a PVC pack

43

14

Scriber

43

15

Combination
• Chrome Vanadium steel with Each
pliers with cutter vinyl handle
• Double polished head and joint
with induction hardened cutting
edges
• Scattered gripping and crimping
jaws behind the head

43

16

Spray gun

•
•
•
•

Each

43

17

Lining chisel

• High strength steel
• Rubber handle

Each

43

18

Rubbing block (7 • Rubber for flats and contours
piece) set

Set

43

19

Seam splitter
set

• Chrome vanadium stainless steel Set
• Chrome coated
• Dual material soft grip handle
• Includes 900 , curved and
straight seam splitters

43

20

Spot weld
remover

• Hardened steel cutter
Set
• Reversing cutting tool
• Spring loaded centre point screw
• Capacity 10mm
• Shank 6.5mm
• Operating speed 900rpm

43

21

Dent puller set

Set
• Cast iron hammer 2kg
• Pipes (22.5x500 and 22.5x
200mm)
• Plates 6x170mm,
6x200mm & 6x100mm
• Small chain block

43

• High Carbon Tool Steel

Set

43

857

LOT # 12 VEHICLE BODY REPAIR (VBR)
UNIT

11

QTY

UNIT
PRICE

3

Utility hammers • Shrinking, cross chisel and pick
and dollies set
hammers
• Toe, heel, general purpose
dollies
• Light dinging spoon
• High carbon steel heads

Set

43

4

Body
blade • Adjustable
holder set
• Flexible panel file
• Blade included

Set

43

5

Rubber Mallets

• Soft surface
• Must provide a gentle but film
blow with little rebound
• Solid hickory shaft

Each

43

6

Cartridge mask

Elastic head band with filters

Each

43

7

Beating file /
bumping blade

• Length 300mm
• Serrated Face
• High Speed Steel

Each

43

8

Snips (General
purpose)

• Drop forged carbon steel
• Hardened precision ground
blades
• Length 250mm
• Sheet thickness 1.2mm at
strength of 600N/mm2

Each

43

TOTAL
PRICE

22
Torx
		

• Length 180mm
• Hardened and tempered high
grade steel
• Knurled body, Double ended
with one straight point and the
other at 900

Finish and primer sprayer
High velocity low pressure
Rating 30PSI
Capacity of tank 600-1000 ml

LOT # 13 WOOD WORK MACHINING (WWM)

9

Combination
spanner set 6
– 32 mm, 26
pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 and
ISO 7738
• Cr31V3
• Chromium plated

Set

43

10

Socket spanner
Half inch drive,
6 – 32 mm

• Chrome – vanadium
• Chrome plated

set

43

NO

DESCRIPTION SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

QTY

1

Tape measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade, nylon
coated to last longer
• Plastic cased
• Double sided marked blade
• With a sliding magnetic hook
and belt clip

Each

27

2

Respirator

• Plastic cartridge mask,
• Elastic head band

Each

27

3

Goggles

• Scratch resistant
Each
• UV protection against electric arc
discharges
• Lens type clear

27

4

C o m b i n a t i o n • 6 – 32mm,12 pieces
spanners set
• Length ranging from 102 mm
to 425
• Chrome vanadium steel with
mirror polish finish
• 72-ratcheting system

Set

27

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

5

Allen key set

• 1.5-10mm
• Range from T8 to T40
• Manufactured from chrome
molybdenum

Set

27

6

Oil can

• Capacity 500 ml,
• Length 150 mm
• One piece moulded plastic with
positive force feed pumps
• Supplied with nylon push-fit
sprout

Each

27

Pair

7

Ear protectors

With nylon strings

8

Jack plane
( No. 5)

• High performance carbon steel
Each
blade hardened and tampered
• Fully adjustable frog for all tasks
and timber types
• Unbreakable polypropylene
handle and knob shaped for
comfort
• Adjustable Cutter for the depth of
cut alignment
• Tight fitting spring steel cap iron
for optimum shaving flow
• Cast fine grey iron base for
stability and ware resistance.

27

Rip saw

• Length 600mm,
Each
• high quality hardened steel blade
• Solid plastic handle

27

10

Tenon saw

• 250 mm, high grade steel blade Each
• Hardened and ground steel with
glazed and polished blade
• Tensioned and fully sprung
• Highly polished brass back and
handle
• In wallet and tooth guard

27

11

Claw hammer

• With fine grain, drop forged steel Each
Head
• Striking face induction hardened
and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated head
• With hardwood handle

27

• With fine grain, drop forged steel Each
Head
• Striking faces induction hardened
and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated head
• With hardwood handle

27

Ball pein
hammer

13

Screw
set

14

driver •
•
•
•

Mortice chisel

Flathead tip size 4 mm
Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
Cross head (Phillip) PH 1
Blade tips according to DIN ISO
2380 – 1 form A
• 3 Component Handles
• Power grip with hanging hole
• Positive fit joint of handle and
blade for optimum transmission
of force type of handled at the
end of the tip
• Molybdenum-Vanadium
tempered steel

Each

• With chrome vanadium alloy
blades hardened, tempered
ground and polished
• Handles with impact resistant
end caps.

Each

27

Pair of Pliers

• Length 180 mm
• Manufactured from chrome
vanadium steel
• Bonded vinyl coated handles
• Double polished head and joint
• Hardened cutting edges
• With side cutter
• Serrated gripping and crimping
jaws

Each

27

16

G- Clamp
(set of 3)

• Capacity: (100, 150, 200)mm,
drop forged
• Made of pressed steel
• Welded steel frame
• Chrome plated steel screw,
handle and swivel shoes

Set

27

17

Oil stone

• Face (200 x 50 x 25) mm
• Bench stone
• Combination aluminium oxide

Each

27

18

Ratchet Brace

• Die cast body
• Plastic handle with plastic grips
and screw top for bit storage

Set

27

• Overall length 215
• Die cast body
• Plastic handle with plastic grips
and screw top for bit storage

Set

20

Wheel Brace

Spoke shave

• Cast iron body
Each
• High performance carbon steel
blade, hardened and tempered
• Rigid handles shaped for comfort

• Compliant with BS 1919
set
• Die Cast D styled handle
• Tubular chrome coated frame
• Wing nut blade Tensioning
• For 250 mm (10’’) and 300 mm
(12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

27

22

Mortice gauge

•
•
•
•

Each

27

23

Sash Clamp

• Length 1,200 mm
Each
• SG du cast iron heads and slides
• Bars manufactured from bright
drawn steel
• Made of reinforced steel

27

24

Grease Gun

• Capacity 200 cc
• Chrome plated steel body,
handle and offset nozzle
• Suction fill
• Working pressure; 3000
psi/206bar

Each

27

25

Rasp
(flat, round,
half round)

• 300mm, (Flat, Round, Half
Round), High Car Length 300
mm
• With tough enamelled alloy
bodies
• High carbon heat treated steel
blades bon

Set

27

26

Files

• Length 255 mm, (flat , round,
half round, three square),
• Manufactured according to BS
498:1990
• With solid plastic grip handles

Set

27

27

Portable Planer • Robust planer with adjustable
Each
cutting depth for precise material
removal
• Supplied with spare with a spare
set of twin TCT blades
• With parallel guide, rebating
shoe, and dust collecting bag
• 240v, Single Phase
• No load speed 15,000 rpm
• Planning depth 3 mm

27

28

Portable Rip
Saw

• Capacity:1100 Wats
• Input Voltage:230V

Each

27

29

Portable
Router

• Capacity:1100 Wats
• Input Voltage:230V

Each

27

31

Electrical
Drilling
Machine

•
•
•
•
•

Each

27

27

15

19

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with
blade

27

9

12

21

Length 150 mm
Manufactured from rose wood
Has a pull slide
Has a brass adjustable screw
and a brass plated head
• Fitted with a single and double
spur

10 mm reversible pistol drill
Free speed 1800 rpm
Two speed trigger
Ergonomic comfortable grip
Slow speed when pushed
halfWith rubber handle

						
LOT # 14 DESKTOP COMPUTERS (ALL IN ONE – CPU AND MONITOR)
NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

UNIT

1

Desktop
Computer (all in
one – CPU and
Monitor)

• Processor –dual core 2.4
Set
GHz+(i5 series intel processor)
• RAM – 16GB
• Hard Drive – 500 GB or larger
solid state hard drive
• Graphics Card – any with
display port/HDMI or DVI support
–desktop only.
• Wireless (for Laptops) -802.11ac
(WPA2 support required)
• Monitor – 17 or 19” Wide screen
LCD with Display port/HDMI or
DVI support- desktop only.
• Operating System – Windows 10
Home or Professional editions, or
apple OS X 10.12.3
• Warranty 2 years – Desktops
only.

QTY

UNIT
PRICE

TOTAL
PRICE

50

27

The quantities on the list are indicative, actual quantities will be indicated on the contract, the comparison is
per complete lot for quality uniformity and consistency of the tools. The unit prices should be tax exclusive but
it should be added when calculating grand total per each lot.

27

BIDDERS MUST SPECIFY THE BRAND THEY ARE QUOTING WHERE APPLICABLE AND SHOULD KNOW
THAT TEVETA TEAM WILL VISIT ALL SUPPLIER’S PREMISES INORDER TO APPRECIATE SUPPLIER
CAPABILITIES AND RANDOM SAMPLING OF TOOLS WILL BE MIGHT BE DONE.
(Where necessary the tools will undergo testing (destructive and non-destructive).
ALL TOOLS MUST BE DELIVERED IN APPROPRIATE AND LOCKABLE TOOL BOXES WHERE POSSIBLE

AND THE PRICE OF EACH TOOL BOX SHOULD BE INDICATED ON THE LOT APPRECABLE.

17

Chisel and Punch set ( Chrome Molybdenum
6 pieces )
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full
length , 45CrMoV7 steel,
Striking head induction
tempered to prevent
shattering, Working edge
polished and clear vanished,
In a PVC pack

Mandatory

18

Pipe Wrench 250 mm Jaw teeth induction
(Stillson type)
hardened, Spheroidal
graphite cast handle, Drop
forged hook , hardened
,and tempered, Drop forged
Chrome Vanadium handle
hardened and tempered

Mandatory

19

Adjustable
open end

Mandatory

20

Grip wrenches
Grip) 100 mm

21

Hexagonal Allen Key Chrome Vanadium Steel
Set
59CrV4; Gun metal finish;
Short series.

Mandatory

22

Wire Brush

Mandatory

23

Engineers Second cut 2 file wooden handles; Hand
file 6 piece Set
file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150 mm

Mandatory

24

Long nose pliers with • Chrome Vanadium steel
cutter
with vinyl handle
• Double polished head
and joint with induction
hardened cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the
head

Mandatory

25

Water Pump pliers

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Chrome plated
• Induction hardened teeth

Mandatory

26

Oil Filter strap wrench

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3
• Chrome plated
• Strong wide strap
• Light Duty

Mandatory

27

Pin Punch Set 6 pieces • Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered
along the full length
• Sticking induction
tempered
• Working edge polished
and clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Mandatory

28

Torx Set ( For Torx • Hexagon socket key with
Screws) T9 – T40
ball end holder
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
59CrV4
• Gunmetal finish
• Supplied in plastic wallet

Mandatory

29

Tool Box empty

Delivery and Completion Schedule
The delivery or completion period shall commence from the date of contract award. Refer to Incoterms specified
in the ITB for the interpretation of the delivery period.
Item
Number

Description of Goods or Related
Service Delivery

Completion
period (Weeks)

Delivery Point/Site

1

All Goods

4-5 weeks

TEVETA, Central Region Offices

Technical Specifications and Compliance Sheet
Column b states the minimum technical specification of the item(s) required.
The Bidder is to complete column d with the technical specification of the item(s) offered and while vendor will
state whether the offered items “comply” or do “not comply” details of the items complying or not complying
must be stated in Column “D”.
L O T GENERAL
#

A
1

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS OF
ITEMS REQUIRED
INCLUDING APPLICABLE
STANDARDS

MANDATORY

B

C

COMPLIANCE TO
SPECIFICATIONS
OFFERED

D

AUTOMOBILE
MECHANICS (AMM)
Combination spanner, Cr31V3,Chromium plated
set 6 – 32 mm, 26
pieces

Mandatory

Socket spanner Half Chrome – vanadium with
inch drive6 – 32 mm
chrome plated

Mandatory

Screw drivers, set of 6 Head marked, Hanging hole,
piece of cross head
Ergonomic grip handle,
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel, Precision
made blade tip

Mandatory

Screw drivers Set of 6 Head marked, Hanging hole,
piece of flat head
Ergonomic grip handle,
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel, Precision
made blade tip

Mandatory

Oil Can

Dome shaped body, Brass
Mandatory
suction pump, Heavy gauge
tin Powder coated, Two ball valve
pump, No spring on the bottom
suction valve

6

Sliding T Bar ½’’ drive

Square drive head,
Vanadium Steel 31CrV3

Chrome Mandatory

7

Speed brace

Square drive head,
Vanadium Steel 31CrV3

Chrome Mandatory

8

Extension

Square drive head,
Vanadium Steel 31CrV3

Chrome Mandatory

9

Reversible Ratchet

Square drive head,
Vanadium Steel 31CrV3

Chrome Mandatory

10

Side Cutter

Good lever action for easy cutting Mandatory
Inductively hardened cutting edges

11

Engineers
Straight

12

Adjustable Hacksaw
complete with blade

Die Cast D styled handle,
Tubular chrome coated
frame, Wing nut blade
Tensioning, For 250
mm (10’’) and 300 mm
(12’’) hacksaw blades,
Shatterproof HSS blades, 24
teeth per inch

Mandatory

13

Spark plug sockets
14mm, 16mm and
21mm

½ Drive, Chrome Vanadium
Steel 31CrV3, Chrome
plated

Mandatory

14

Ball pein Hammer

Drop forged, Striking faces
induction hardened and
precision ground, Blue epoxy
powder coated Hard wood
handle, 375 mm length
handle, 0.840 kilograms
weight

Mandatory

Mandatory

pliers For flat and round grip,
Chrome plated, 200 mm

Mandatory

15

Feeler gauge

Protective handle, Handle
Nickel plated, Folding, 0.05
mm to 1.5 mm, 20 blades
assorted as per range

16

Digital Multi Meter

Voltage max 12 – 1000
Mandatory
Volts, Removable rubber
holster with ,integral lead
holder, Resistance Max 32.6 Kilo
Ohms, Auto ranging
reading /peak hold, bar
graph, Overload indication,
Low battery indicator tilt
stand and hanger, Single
pole phase testing, Safety
rating Cat III 600V and Cat
II 1000V

wrench Chrome Vanadium Steel;
Manganese Phosphate
finish; 150 mm length Jaw
set at 15 Degrees
(Vice Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3; Nickel plated; Jaws
hardened to 50 HRC, three
point shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire grove;
Adjustable screw and
release lever with modified
plastic grip; Safe to release

With wooden handle; With
scraper ; Bristle type

Mandatory

• 5 Compartments
Mandatory
• Smooth and easy opening •
Maximum access to the
bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

BRICKLAYING (BRL)
LOT
#

GENERAL

A
2

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS MANDATORY
OF ITEMS REQUIRED
INCLUDING APPLICABLE
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
(EG. ISO)
B

BRICK LAYING (BRL)

C

COMPLIANCE OF
SPECIFICATIONS
OFFERED

D

1

Tape Measure

• Length 30m,
Mandatory
• High tensile strength fiberglass
blade
• Dual scale (metric and imperial)
• Tape housed in high impact
plastic case with flush winding
handle and belt clip

2

Tape Measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade, nylon
coated to last longer
• Double sided marked blade
• With a sliding magnetic hook
and belt clip
• Plastic cased

Mandatory

Mandatory

3

Builder’s line

• Length 50m,
• Made of acrylic twine

4

Brick trowel

• Length 280 mm
Mandatory
• Ground polished, hardened and
tempered high carbon steel alloy
blades
• Tapered to the tip with high
angle handles
• Chromed ferrule to hold the
tang firmly
• Solid plastic handle

5

Spirit level

• Length 1m,
• Extruded aluminium body with
powder coat finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric and
imperial (inches) graduation
• Have a V-groove

6

Builders square

• Length 500mm x 400mm
Mandatory
• Manufactured of ground
polished, hardened and
tempered high steel carbon alloy
blade

7

Pointing trowel

Mandatory

• Length 150 mm blade, plastic
handle
• Manufactured of ground
polished, hardened and
tempered high steel carbon
alloy blade
• With high angle handle
• Chromed ferrule to hold the
forged tang firmly

Mandatory

8

Jointer round

• 10mm diameter,
• plastic handle
• Size 150 mm

Mandatory

9

Wooden float

• Size 290 x 100 mm
• Manufactured from wood

Mandatory

10

Chasing hammer

• Length 250 mm
• Wooden handle
• Be suitable to dress brick and
stone work prior to rendering
• Replaceable plain and comb
style bits supplied separately
• With fine grain, forged steel
head, hardened and tempered
with polished faces

Mandatory

11

Claw hammer

• With fine grain, drop forged
Mandatory
steel Head
• Striking face induction hardened
and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated head
• With hardwood handle

12

Mallet hammer (Set of • Face size: (42 , 55, 280) mm • Mandatory
30)
Length: (280, 315, 300) mm
• Rubber head
• Wooden handle

13

Tile cutter

• Portable,
• 450W- 240V electric motor
• Designed to cut porcelain,
glazed ceramic , slate, quarry,
stone tiles
• With rimmed diamond cutting
blade
• 450 cutting guide and 3.5 Litre
capacity water reservoir
• Safety features include
blade guard, thermal overload
protection.

Mandatory

14

Shinning trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Aluminium shank, single tang
banana pattern
• Six rivet construction cross
ground
• Hardened and tempered steel
blade
• Solid plastic handle

Mandatory

15

Skirting trowel

• 75 X 230mm,
• Hardened and tempered steel
blade
• Wooden handle

Mandatory

16

Sliding bevel

• Length 230mm
• Stainless steel blade
• Rosewood stock with brace tips
for greater wear resistance
• With a brace screw to lock the
sliding steel blade into position

Mandatory

17

Bolster

• Length 300mm
• High carbon tool frame

Mandatory

18

Boat Level

• Length 300 mm
Mandatory
• Die cast aluminium frame with
mild measuring face for
accuracy
• Vertical and horizontal vials
to measure normally and upside
down
• To include leather belt pouch.

19

Internal & External
Trowels

• Length 150mm
• Hardened and tempered steel
blade
• wooden handle

Mandatory

20

Lime Brush

• length 300mm
• Sisal Fillings,
• Wooden handle

Mandatory

LOT
#

DESCRIPTION

A

General

3

CARPENTRY
JOINERY (CRJ)

1

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
OF ITEMS REQUIRED
INCLUDING APPLICABLE
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS
(EG. ISO)

MANDATORY

COMPLIANCE TO
SPECIFICATION
OFFERED

B

C

D

Claw hammer

• With fine grain, drop forged
steel Head
• Striking face induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated
head
• With hardwood handle

Mandatory

2

Ball Pein hammer

• With fine grain, drop forged
steel Head
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated
head
• With hardwood handle

Mandatory

3

Cross cut saw

• Length 600mm
• Hardened and ground steel
with glazed and polished blade
• Tensioned and fully sprung
• In wallet and tooth guard

Mandatory

4

Tenon Saw

• 250 mm, high grade steel
blade
• Hardened and ground steel
with glazed and polished blade
• Tensioned and fully sprung
• Highly polished brass back and
handle
• In wallet and tooth guard

Mandatory

5

Rip saw handle

• Length 600mm,
• high quality hardened steel
blade
• Solid plastic handle

Mandatory

6

Jack plane No. 5

• High performance carbon steel
blade hardened and tampered
• Fully adjustable frog for all
tasks and timber types
• Unbreakable polypropylene
handle and knob shaped for
comfort
• Adjustable Cutter for the depth
of cut alignment
• Tight fitting spring steel cap
iron for optimum shaving flow
• Cast fine grey iron base for
stability and ware resistance.

Mandatory

7

Smoothing Plane No.
4,

• High performance carbon steel
blade, hardened and tempered
• Fully adjustable frog for all
tasks and timber types
• Unbreakable polypropylene
handle and knob shaped for
comfort
• Adjustable Cutter for the depth
of cut alignment
• Tight fitting spring steel cap
iron for optimum shaving flow
• Cast fine grey iron base for
stability and ware resistance.

Mandatory

AND

8

Brace Ratchet

• High Speed Steel
• Chrome coated

Mandatory

9

Brace Wheel

• Overall length 215
• Die cast body
• Plastic handle with plastic grips
and screw top for bit storage

Mandatory

9

Drill bit set (7 bits)

• Solid single twist
• Spur point and hexagonal
shank.

Mandatory

10

Tape Measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade, nylon
coated to last longer
• Plastic cased
• Double sided marked blade
• With a sliding magnetic hook
and belt clip

Mandatory

•
•
•
•

Length 150 mm
Manufactured from rose wood
Has a pull slide
Has a brass adjustable screw
and a brass plated head
• Fitted with a single and double
spur

Mandatory

• Length 300mm
• With spirit level
• Die cast zinc alloy head with
300 mm rule
• Spare lock and nut and mandrel
for 300 mm
• Spare scriber for 300 mm

Mandatory

• Sizes (6, 10, 13, 19) mm
• With chrome vanadium alloy
tips hardened, tempered
ground and polished
• Handles with impact resistant
end caps.

Mandatory

• Flathead tip size 4 mm
• Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
• Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
• Cross head (Phillip) PH 1
• Blade tips according to DIN ISO
2380 – 1 form A
• 3 Component Handles
• Power grip with hanging hole
• Positive fit joint of handle and
blade for optimum transmission
of force type of handled at the
end of the tip
• Molybdenum-Vanadium
tempered steel

Mandatory

• Cast iron body
• High performance carbon steel
blade, hardened and tempered
• Rigid handles shaped for
comfort

Mandatory

11

Mortise gauge

12

Combination
Square

13

Chisel set (4)

14

Screw drivers set
pieces)

15

Spoke shave

Try

(7

• Length 1,200 mm
• SG du cast iron heads and
slides
• Bars manufactured from bright
drawn steel
• Made of reinforced steel

Mandatory

23

Mallet hammer

• Length 320 mm
• Head size 114 mm
• Made of beech wood

Mandatory

24

Saw Set

• Made of steel body
• Can be used for coarse and fine
setting

Mandatory

GENERAL

Technical Specifications of items
required including applicable
International Standards (EG.
ISO)

MANDATORY

Compliance of
Specification
offered

C

D

LOT
NO

A

Pincer Steel,

• Length 200 mm
• Manufactured from chromevanadium steel with induction
hardened ground and polished
jaws
• Bonded vinyl coated handles.

Mandatory

17

File, (set)

• Length 255 mm, (flat , round,
half round, three square),
• Manufactured according to BS
498:1990
• With solid plastic grip handles

Mandatory

18

Rasp set of 3

• Length 300 mm
• flat, round, half round
• With tough enameled alloy
bodies
• High carbon heat treated steel
blades

Mandatory

19

Oil stone

• Face (200 x 50 x 25) mm
• Bench stone
• Combination aluminium oxide

Mandatory

20

Spirit level

• Length 1m,
• Extruded aluminium body with
powder coat finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric and
imperial (inches) graduation
• Have a V-groove

Mandatory

• Made of pressed steel
• Welded steel frame
• Chrome plated steel screw,
handle and swivel shoes

Mandatory

G Clamp (light duty)

Sash Clamp

1

16

21

22

B

4

ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION AND
ELECTRONICS (EIE)

1

Digital Multi Meter

• Voltage max 12 – 1000 Volts
• Removable rubber holster with
integral lead holder
• Resistance Max 32.6 Kilo
Ohms
• Auto ranging reading /peak
hold, bar graph
• Overload indication
• Low battery indicator tilt stand
and hanger.
• Single pole phase testing
• Safety rating Cat III 600V and
Cat II 1000V

Mandatory

2

Screw drivers
Set of 6 piece of flat
head

• Head marked
• 1000V Fully insulation
including the blade
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form A
• Precision made blade tip

Mandatory

3

Engineers pliers Straight

•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with ISO 5746
For flat and round grip
Chrome Vanadium Cr59V3
Chrome plated
200 mm
1000 V fully insulated handles

Mandatory

4

Long nose plier

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with ISO 5746
For flat and round grip
Chrome Vanadium Cr59V3
Chrome plated
200 mm
1000 V fully insulated handles
Long flat jaws and gripping
surfaces

Mandatory

5

Side Cutter

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with ISO 5746
For flat and round grip
Chrome Vanadium Cr59V3
Oil hardened Chrome plated
200 mm
1000 V fully insulated handles
Cutting edges inductively
hardened

Mandatory

6

Spring bender

• ½” bender
• ¾” bender

Mandatory

7

Fishing tape

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

8

Chasing hammer

• 500 g, by weight
• Wooden Handle
• Teethed edge

Mandatory

9

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory

Non corrosive
Non conductive
30 m in length steel
Housed in a non-conductive
casing

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

10

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

11

Steel Tape Measure

•5m
• Reverse printed blade
• Nylon coated blade
• Housed in a high impact plastic
case
• Magnetic hook

Mandatory

12

Electric soldering iron

• 70W, 240V and 3 wire cable

Mandatory

13

Solder sacker

• Single handed
• Temperature resistant
• Can be placed directly onto the
solder
• Anti-static body
• Nozzle size 3 mm OD, 1.5 mm
ID and 20 mm length
• Heat resistant tip
• aluminium housing
• 195 mm length
• Plastic with rubber seals

Mandatory

• 2-3/4 “ blade width
• one piece forged handle and
blade of strong alloy
• Corrosion resistant black finish
• 203.2 overall length
• 0.5 Kgs by weight
• With protective rubber shield

Mandatory

14

Chisel

15

Cold chisel

• chrome vanadium air hardened
steel
• blade width of 10 mm
• Multi-coating of impact
• Octagonal grip shank

Mandatory

16

Spirit Level

• 70 mm in length
• Measurement accuracy in
normal positions of 0.50 mm/m
• Standard anti slip end caps

Mandatory

17

Screw Driver tester

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

3 mm Flat end tip
Nickel plated Iron
1000V insulated body
100 - 500 V Neon Lamp

18

Combination spanner 6
-32 mm (26 piece set)

• Compliant with ISO 3318 and
ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

19

Neon voltage tester

• 90 – 250V
• AC/DC with pocket clip
• 5 inch lead probe

GENERAL

Technical Specification of Items
required including applicable
International Standards (EG
ISO)

A

B

5

FABRICATION
AND WELDING (FBW)

1

Welding helmet

•
•
•
•

2

Welding goggles

• Green flip top
• Lens shade DIN5
• Ventilation poles Mandatory

3

Steel Tape Measure

•
•
•
•

4

Leather Gloves (Elbow)

Lens Shade DIN10
Dark lens 108x51x3mm
Glass clear lens 108x89mm
Impact resistant plastic (DIN
175B)
• Flame retardant
• Front flip
• Adjustable head strip

MANDATORY

Compliance of
specification
offered

C

D

•
•
•
•
•
•

6

Steel ruler

• Length 600mm
• Stainless steel with polished
finish
• Metric to imperial conversion
• Permanent black figures and
graduation
• Accuracy ± 0.2mm
• Square end flexible

Mandatory

7

Try square

• Length 300mm
• Stainless steel with polished
finish
• Metric to imperial conversion
• Permanent black figures and
graduation
• Accuracy ± 0.2mm
• Square end flexible high speed
blade

Mandatory

8

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

9

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Mandatory

10

Snips (General purpose)

• Drop forged carbon steel
• Hardened precision ground
blades
• Length 200mm
• Sheet thickness 1.2mm at
strength of 600N/mm2

Mandatory

11

Nozzle cleaner

• High strength needle type files
• Anodized aluminum flip-up
pocket case
• 6 Piece pack

Mandatory

12

Scriber

• Length 180mm
• Hardened and tempered high
grade steel
• Knurled body
• Double ended with one straight
point and the other at 900

Mandatory

13

Welders’
hammer

chipping

• Hardened and tempered spring
steel head
• Chisel edge and point striking
faces
• Epoxy coating
• Spring steel impact absorbing
handle
• 300g pick and flat ends

Mandatory

14

Chisel and Punch set ( 6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and
clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Mandatory

15

Rubber Mallet

• Face 65mm Diameter
• Head size 24Oz
• Handle length 300mm

Mandatory

16

Leather Apron

• One piece 600x1200cm
• Two side pockets
• neck and back stripes

Mandatory

17

Adjustable wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3
• Manganese Phosphate finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set at 15
Degrees
• Ground head

Mandatory

Mandatory

5m
Reverse printed blade
Nylon coated blade
Housed in a high impact
plastic case
• Magnetic hook

Mandatory

•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory

Heavy duty
Reinforced palm and thumb
Length 200mm
Green/blue/grey
Compliant with EN420

Leather gloves (Palm)

Mandatory

2
LOT
NO

5

Heavy duty
Reinforced palm and thumb
Palm length
Green/blue/grey
EN420
Type A

18

19

20

Screwdriver set (6 piece)

File (Engineers
Industrial) set with
plastic handles

Taps and die set

• Flat Head marked
• Cross head PH1 and PH2
• Slotted/Straight head 4, 5.5,
6.5 and 8mm)
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form A
• Precision made blade tip

Mandatory

•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 498:1990
1 hand file (250mm)
1 flat file (250mm)
1 Round file (250mm)
1 Half round file (250mm)
Manufactured from chrome/
molybdenum steel
• Hardened and tempered
• Bastard cut, second cut and
smooth cut

Mandatory

• M3 – M12
• High speed steel ground thread
(ISO 529)
• Tapping drills (BS328/
DIN338N)
• Split dies and nuts
manufactured to BS1127

Mandatory

Spring universal divider

• Must have a Circular spring
bow joining the legs.
• Extension on the bow for used
when pivoting
• 60 g by weight
• Length 200mm

Mandatory

22

Spring inside calliper

• Must have a Circular spring
bow joining the legs.
• Extension on the bow for used
when pivoting
• 60 g by weight
• Length 200mm

Mandatory

23

Spring outside calliper

• Must have a Circular spring
bow joining the legs.
• Extension on the bow for used
when pivoting
• 60 g by weight

Mandatory

24

Portable
Machine

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

25

Angle Grinder

welding

Input 230V
50HZ
Maximum output 200A
60% Duty cycle at 160A

• Input 220-240V and 13 Amps
• RPM above 2200
• Output 1200 Watts
• Disc size 9”

Mandatory

Mandatory

26

Portable Drilling Machine

•
•
•
•
•
•

27

Drilling Bits set from 1
mm to 13 mm

•
•
•
•
•

General purpose drill bits
Should be imperial set
Point angle of 118 Degrees
Normal helix angle
Relief angle of 10 Degrees to
20 Degrees
• Tolerance of h8
• Compliant with BS 328 DIN
338 RN

Mandatory

28

Tong

• Length 500mm
• Closed mouth
• Flat

Mandatory

29

Soldering iron

• Copper bit
• Wooden handle
• Straight shaft

Mandatory

30

Combination pliers with
cutter

• Chrome Vanadium steel with
vinyl handle
• Double polished head and
joint with induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the head

Mandatory

• With wooden handle
• With scraper
• Bristle type

Mandatory

31

Wire Brash

115 mm
Spindle thread 14’’
220-240 V A/C 13Amps
900 Watts output
Light Duty
Metal drive gears

GENERAL

Technical Specification of Items
required including applicable
standards

A

21

arc

LOT
NO

Mandatory

B

6

GENERAL
(GFT)

FITTING

1

Spring divider

• Must have a Circular spring
bow joining the legs.
• Extension on the bow for used
when pivoting
• 60 g by weight

Mandatory

2

Engineers Try Square

• Hardened blade
• Accurately grounded blade and
stock
• Accurate right angles on inside
and outside
• 300 mm in length

Mandatory

3

Engineering Steel Ruler

• Length 300mm
• Stainless steel with polished
finish
• Permanently engraved
• Metric to imperial conversion
table on reverse side

Mandatory

4

Engineers Scriber

• Double ended with one straight
point and the other at 90
degrees
• 180 mm in length
• Ideal for confined space

Mandatory

5

Old leg Calliper Inside

• Fine adjustment features
• Chrome finish with clear and
easy read graduations
• 230 g by weight
• 180 mm range

Mandatory

6

Outside Old Leg Calliper

• Must have a Circular spring
bow joining the legs.
• 60 g by weight

Mandatory

7

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

8

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Mandatory

9

Straight pattern Snips

•
•
•
•

200 mm in length
Carbon Steel SAE 1045
Drop forged and heat treated
Cutting surfaces induction
hardened
• Precision ground cutters
• Blue epoxy powder coated

Mandatory

10

Pin Punch Set 6 pieces

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered along
the full length
• Sticking induction tempered
• Working edge polished and
clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Mandatory

11

Screw drivers Set of 6
piece of cross head

•
•
•
•

Head marked
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form
• Precision made • blade tip

Mandatory

12

Chisel and Punch set ( 6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered
along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and
clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Mandatory

Compliance
of
specification
offered

13

Pin Punch Set 6 pieces

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered along
the full length
• Sticking induction tempered
• Working edge polished and
clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Mandatory

26

Grip wrenches
(Vice Grip) 100 mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50 HRC,
three point shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and release
lever with modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

Mandatory

14

Rubber Mallets

• Soft surface
• Must provide a gentle but film
blow with little rebound
• Solid hickory shaft

Mandatory

27

Hexagonal Allen Key Set

Mandatory

15

Vernier caliper

• Fine adjustment features
• Chrome finish with clear and
easy read graduations
• 230 g by weight
• 180 mm range

Mandatory

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• Compliant with DIN 911

28

Sliding T Bar ½’’ drive

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

16

Micrometre Calliper

• Fine adjustment features
• Chrome finish with clear and
easy read graduations
• 230 g by weight
• 180 mm range

Mandatory

29

Reversible Ratchet

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

30

Side Cutter

Mandatory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory

• Compliant with ISO 5749
• Good lever action for easy
cutting
• Inductively hardened cutting
edges

31

Engineers pliers, Straight

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

32

Combination spanner set
6 – 32 mm, 26 pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 and
ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

Mandatory

33

Socket spanner Half inch
drive, 6 – 32 mm

• Chrome – vanadium
chrome plated

Mandatory

34

Screw drivers, Set of 6
piece of cross head

•
•
•
•

16

17

Engineers Second cut file
6 piece Set

Compliant with BS 498: 1990
2 file wooden handles
Hand file
1 Flat file
1 Round
1 half round
1 three square
1 square
Each should be 150 mm

Adjustable wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
• Manganese Phosphate finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set at 15
Degrees

Mandatory

Engineers Second cut file
6 piece Set

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 498: 1990
2 file wooden handles
Hand file
1 Flat file
1 Round
1 half round
1 three square
1 square
Each should be 150 mm

Mandatory

Needle File Set 13 piece
Set

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The set must include
Hand needle file
Round needle file
Square needle file
Three square needle file
Taper flat needle file
Knife needle file
Pippin needle file
Warding needle file
Slitting needle file
Round edge joint needle Files
Crossing needle file
Barrette needle file

Mandatory

20

Set of Dies and Die Stock
set

• Metric system
• From M 3 to M 12 pitch
• Must have a die stock

Mandatory

21

Portable
Machine

• 115 mm
• Spindle thread 14’’
• 240 v A/C
• 900 Watts output
• Light Duty • Metal drive gears

Mandatory

Drilling Bits set from 1
mm to 13 mm

•
•
•
•
•

General purpose drill bits
Should be imperial set
Point angle of 118 Degrees
Normal helix angle
Relief angle of 10 Degrees to
20 Degrees
• Tolerance of h8
• Compliant with BS 328 DIN
338 RN

Mandatory

23

Safety Clear goggles

• Polycarbonate lens
• Clear anti scratch lens

Mandatory

24

Speed brace

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

25

Extension

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

18

19

22

Drilling

Compliant with ISO 5746
For flat and round grip
Chrome plated
200 mm

with

Head marked
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form
Precision made
blade tip

Mandatory

Tool Box – empty

• 5 Compartments
• Smooth and easy opening
• Maximum access to the bottom
tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

Mandatory

LOT
NO

GENERAL

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OF ITEMS REQUIRED
INCLUDING APPLICABLE
STANDARDS

MANDATORY

COMPLIANCE
OF
SPECIFICATION
OFFERED

7

MOTOR
CYCLE
MECHANICS (MCM)
B

C

D

•
•
•
•
35

3

A
1

Screw drivers
Set of 6 piece of cross
head

•
•
•
•

Head marked
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2 • Blade tip according
to DIN – ISO 2380- 1 Form
• Precision made, blade tip

Mandatory

2

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

3

Hexagonal Allen Key Set

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• Compliant with DIN 911

Mandatory

4

Pipe Wrench 250 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook , hardened,
and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome Vanadium
handle hardened and tempered

Mandatory

5

Adjustable wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
• Manganese Phosphate finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set at 15
Degrees

Mandatory

4

Reversible Ratchet

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

6

Combination spanner set
6 – 32 mm, 26 pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 and
ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

Mandatory

7

Wire Brash

• With wooden handle
• With scraper
• Bristle type

Mandatory

8

Engineers Second cut file
6 piece Set

• Compliant with BS 498: 1990
• 2 file wooden handles
• Hand file
• 1 Flat file
• 1 Round
• 1 half round
• 1 three square
• 1 square
• Each should be 150 mm

Mandatory

•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Mandatory

• 5.2 mm Chrome Vanadium
steel
• 6.8 mm Chrome Vanadium
steel
• Chrome plated

Mandatory

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

9

10

11

12

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

Spoke Wretch

Engineers pliers Straight

Compliant with ISO 5746
For flat and round grip
Chrome plated
200 mm

Flywheel puller 10 piece
Kit

• Five tools have the double end
• For all the brands like Yamaha
Honda and any other bigger
brands
• 50 mm x 1.5 mm LH Female
– MP 48 external deep armature
puller

13

Motorcycle Clutch Holder

• Chrome Vanadium steel.
• Chrome plated Mandatory

14

Side Cutter

• Compliant with ISO 5749
• Good lever action for easy
cutting
• Inductively hardened cutting
edges

Mandatory

• Voltage max 12 – 1000 Volts
• Removable rubber holster with
integral lead holder
• Resistance Max 32.6 KOhms
• Auto ranging reading /peak
hold, bar graph
• Overload indication
• Low battery indicator tilt stand
and hanger.
• Single pole phase testing
• Safety rating Cat III 600V and
Cat II 1000V

Mandatory

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

16

17

18

Digital Multi Meter

Speed brace

Extension

19

Grip wrenches ( Vice
Grip) 100 mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50 HRC,
three point shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and release
lever with modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

Mandatory

20

Pin Punch Set 6 pieces

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered along
the full length
• Sticking induction tempered
• Working edge polished and
clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Mandatory

21

Rubber Mallets

• Soft surface
• Must provide a gentle but film
blow with little rebound
• Solid hickory shaft

Mandatory

22

Socket spanner Half inch
drive, 6 – 32 mm

• Chrome – vanadium
• Chrome plated

Mandatory

23

Tool Box empty

• 5 Compartments
• Smooth and easy opening
• Maximum access to the
bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

Mandatory

24

Oil Can

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dome shaped body
Brass suction pump
Heavy gauge tin
Powder coated
Two ball valve pump
No spring on the bottom
suction valve

Mandatory

25

Sliding T Bar ½’’ drive

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

26

Speed brace

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

27

Extension

• Square drive head
• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3

Mandatory

28

Spark Plug sockets 14
mm, 16 mm, and 21
mm

• ½ drive
• Chrome Vanadium steel 31
CrV3
• Chrome plated

Mandatory

29

Feeler gauge

•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory

30

Chisel and Punch set ( 6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and
clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Mandatory

31

Pipe Wrench 250 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook , hardened,
and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome Vanadium
handle hardened and tempered

Mandatory

32

Grip wrenches ( Vice
Grip) 100 mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50 HRC,
three point shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and release
lever with modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

Mandatory

33

Wire Brash

• With wooden handle
• With scraper
• Bristle type

Mandatory

Mandatory

Protective handle
Handle Nickel plated
Folding
0.05 mm to 1.5 mm
20 blades assorted as per
range

34

Long nose pliers with
cutter

• Chrome Vanadium steel with
vinyl handle
• Double polished head and
joint with induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the head

Mandatory

35

Water Pump pliers

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Chrome plated
• Induction hardened teeth

Mandatory

36

Pin Punch Set 6 pieces

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered along
the full length
• Sticking induction tempered
• Working edge polished and
clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Mandatory

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
OF ITEMS REQUIRED
INCLUDING APPLICABLE
STANDARDS

MANDATORY

10

Brick trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Ground polished, hardened
and tempered high carbon
steel alloy blades
• Tapered to the tip with high
angle handles
• Chromed ferrule to hold the
tang firmly

Mandatory

11

Roller brush

• Length 230
• Core diameter 44 mm
• Polyester extra-long pile refill

Mandatory

12

Claw hammer

• With fine grain, drop forged
steel Head
• Striking face induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated
head
• With hardwood handle

Mandatory

13

Artist brush set

• Set of 5,
• Long pure black high quality
bristles
• High quality lacquered wood
handles
• Chrome plated lapped and
pressed ferrule

Mandatory

14

Ruler

• Length 1m
• Spring tempered flexible steel
blades
• Graduated in metric and
imperial (inches)

Mandatory

15

Tape Measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade, nylon
coated to last longer
• Double sided marked blade
• With a sliding magnetic hook
and belt clip

Mandatory

16

Scissors

• Length180 mm
• Stainless steel with high polish
finish
• With asymmetrical handles
• All metal bodied

Mandatory

17

Filling Knife

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

18

Nail Punch

• Length 100mm
• Manufactured from hardened
and tempered steel with a
knurled body for extra grip
• Conform to BS 3066

Mandatory

19

Spirit Level (Two)

• Length300 mm
• Length 600mm
• Extruded aluminum body with
powder coat finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric and
imperial (inches) graduation
• Have a V-groove

Mandatory

20

Chalk Line

• Length 30 m,
• Acrylic twine
• Complete with folding locking
handle
• With felt gasket
• With sliding hatch for filling
chalk
• Have universal hook
• With 3 medium size chalk line
refills (Blue, red, and white)]

Mandatory

21

Shave Hook , (Set of 3)

• Length 200 mm
• High carbon, clear lacquered
steel blade
• With quality wooden handles
and half tang fixing
• Be able to remove paint
from flat, concave, and convex
mouldings

Mandatory

22

Spray Gun

• Gravity Fed
• Well balanced with large,
responsive trigger and
adjustable width spray
• With 1/4” NPT male fittings
• 40 – 60 psi, 6-12 cfm screw
top
• 1.4 mm nozzle
• With one spare nozzle

Mandatory

4
L O T
NO

GENERAL

A

B

C

8

PAINTING AND
DECORATION (PAD)

1

Paint brushes

• Set of 5 (25 – 175) mm
• Pure bristle
• Cushioned with rubber grip
handles

Mandatory

2

Scrapper

• Blade length 125 x 63 mm
• Heavy duty • With scale tangs
• Tempered flexible steel blades
• Solid plastic handles

Mandatory

3

Glass cutter

• Adjustable,
• six wheel 3 – 6mm

Mandatory

4

combination Pliers

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory

5

6

Screw driver set

Cold chisel

Length 180m
Double polished head and nut
Chrome vanadium steel
Bonded vinyl coated handles
Hardened cutting edges
With side cutters

•
•
•
•

Head marked
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form A
• Precision made blade tip

Mandatory

• Length 200mm
• Manufactured from chrome
vanadium
• With protector sleeves made
of high resistant plastic grips

Mandatory

7

Pincer

• Length 200 mm
• Manufactured from chrome
vanadium Steel
• With hardened, ground and
polished jaws
• With bonded-coated handles

Mandatory

8

Trimming knife

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

9

Wire brush (Set of 5)

• High grade steel bristle,
• Shaft mounted circular
(30 x 12, 50 x 10, 50 x 20)
• Flat end decarbonising
12 x 20
• Pointed end decarbonising
12 x 20.

Length 80 mm
Die cast body
With heavy duty knurled style
Complete with 5 blades

COMPLIANCE
OF
SPECIFICATION
FFERED
D

Mandatory

Length 150 mm
Heavy duty with scale tangs
Tempered flexible steel blades
Polished rosewood handles

L O T
NO.

GENERAL

9

PLUMBING
(PLU)

A
1

2

Technical Specification of items
required including applicable
standards

Mandatory

C

D

• Jaw teeth induction hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook , hardened,
and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome Vanadium
handle hardened and tempered

Mandatory

• Length 600mm
• Stainless steel with polished
finish
• Metric to imperial conversion
• Permanent black figures and
graduation
• Accuracy ± 0.2mm
• Square end flexible

Mandatory

B
Pipe Wrench 250 mm
(Stillson type)

Steel ruler

Wooden Folding rule

• Length 1 meter
• Deep edged graduation
• Dual graduation (metric and
imperial)

Mandatory

4

Steel Tape Measure

• Length 5 Meter
• Reverse printed blade
• Housed in a high impact
plastic case
• Magnetic hook

Mandatory

5

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

6

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Mandatory

• Length 1m,
• Extruded aluminium body
with powder coat finish.
• Three factory set vials
• Top marked with metric and
imperial (inches) graduation
• Have a V-groove

Mandatory

• Chrome Vanadium steel with
vinyl handle
• Double polished head and
joint with induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the head

Mandatory

Adjustable wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
31CrV3
• Manganese Phosphate finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set at 15
Degrees
• Ground head

Mandatory

Screwdriver set (6 piece)

• Flat Head marked
• Cross head PH1 and PH2
• Slotted/Straight head 4, 5.5,
6.5 and 8mm)
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form A
• Precision made blade tip

Mandatory

½ – ¾ range

Mandatory

8

9

10

11

12

File (Engineers Industrial)
set with plastic handles

•
•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 498:1990
1 hand file (250mm)
1 flat file (250mm)
1 Round file (250mm)
1 Half round file (250mm)
Manufactured from chrome/
molybdenum steel
• Hardened and tempered
• Bastard cut, second cut and
smooth cut

Mandatory

13

Chisel and Punch set ( 6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and
clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Mandatory

14

Soldering iron

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

15

Chasing hammer

• 500 g, by weight
• Wooden Handle
• Teethed edge

Mandatory

16

Snips (General purpose)

• Drop forged carbon steel
• Hardened precision ground
blades
• Length 200mm
• Sheet thickness 1.2mm at
strength of 600N/mm2

Mandatory

17

Brick trowel

• Length 280 mm
• Ground polished, hardened
and tempered high carbon
steel alloy blades
• Tapered to the tip with high
angle handles
• Chromed ferrule to hold the
tang firmly
• Solid plastic handle

Mandatory

18

Portable Plumber’s Stock
& Die

High Speed Steel

Mandatory

19

Vernier caliper

• Fine adjustment features
• Chrome finish with clear and
easy read graduations
• 230 g by weight
• 180 mm range

Mandatory

20

Combination pliers with
cutter

• Chrome Vanadium steel with
vinyl handle
• Double polished head and
joint with induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the head

Mandatory

GENERAL

Technical Specification of Items
Required including applicable
standards

MANDATORY

Compliance
of
specification
offered

C

D

TOOLS

3

7

Compliance
of
specification
offered

Spirit level

Combination pliers with
cutter

Spring bender, internal

Copper hatchet bit
Wooden handle
Straight shaft
Charcoal fired

5
L O T
NO
A

B

10

REFRIGERATION AND
AIR
CONDITIONING
MECHANICS (RAM)

1

Digital Multimeter

• Max Voltage 700V AC, 1000V
DC
• Max current 10A AC/DC
• Max Frequency 150 kHz
• Tilt stand
• Overload indicator or hanger
• Well insulated probes

Mandatory

2

Pin Punch Set 6 pieces

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
45CrMoV7 steel
• Hardened and tempered along
the full length
• Sticking induction tempered
• Working edge polished and
clear Vanished
• In PVC stand

Mandatory

3

Uni-weld A/C Manifold
gauge set

• Brass body
• With adaptor and spanner

Mandatory

4

Combination spanner
set 6 – 32 mm, 26
pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 and
ISO 7738
• Cr31V3 Chromium plated

Mandatory

5

Socket spanner Half
inch drive, 6 – 32 mm

• Chrome – vanadium with
chrome plated

Mandatory

20

Pitch Off Pliers

6

Screw drivers
Set of 6 piece of cross
head

•
•
•
•

Head marked
Hanging hole
Ergonomic grip handle
Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
Compliant with DIN – ISO
2380- 2
Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form
Precision made
blade tip
1000 V insulated

Mandatory

21

Auto
Locking
Measure (5 M)

22

Automotive
Air
Conditioner Adaptor

• Electroplated surface
• Copper adaptor
• Low Side Pressure

Mandatory

23

Chisel and Punch set (6
pieces )

• SChrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and
clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Mandatory

24

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

25

Universal Reducing
Valve

• Made of brass

Mandatory

26

Tool Box empty

• 5 Compartments
• Smooth and easy opening
• Maximum access to the
bottom tray
• Lockable phosphated and
powder coated
• Length 550 mm
• Width 248 mm
• Height 220 mm

Mandatory

No.

GENERAL

SPECIFICATIONS

Mandatory

Compliance of
specification
offered

C

D

•
•
•
•
•
7

Side Cutter

• Compliant with ISO 5749
• Good lever action for easy
cutting
• Inductively hardened cutting
edges
• 1000V insulated

Mandatory

8

Adjustable wrench open
end

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
• Manganese Phosphate finish
• 150 mm length Jaw set at 15
Degrees

Mandatory

9

Grip wrenches ( Vice
Grip) 100 mm

• Chrome Vanadium steel
31CrV3
• Nickel plated
• Jaws hardened to 50 HRC,
three point shaped bottom jaw
upper jaw with wire grove
• Adjustable screw and release
lever with modified plastic grip
• Safe to release

Mandatory

10

Swaging kit and flaring
tool kit (14 piece )

• 1 X 45 Full kit
• 4 – 16 mm capacity

Mandatory

11

Hexagonal Allen Key Set

• Chrome Vanadium Steel
59CrV4
• Gun metal finish
• Short series
• Compliant with DIN 911

Mandatory

12

Tube cutter

• 3 – 64 mm steel wheels
• High strength cast bodies
• Single cutting wheels with four
rollers
• Spring loaded release
mechanism
• Should be able to cut
Aluminium, brass and copper
tubes

Mandatory

•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Mandatory

• 3 – 64 mm steel wheels
• High strength cast bodies
• Single cutting wheels with two
rollers
• Should be able to cut
Aluminium, brass and copper
tubes

Mandatory

Tube bender for pipes
( 4 to 10 mm in size

• High tensile with reverted
carbon steel.
• PVC grips
• Carbon steel guides

Mandatory

Spirit Level

• 70 mm in length
• Measurement accuracy in
normal positions of 0.50
mm/m
• Standard anti slip end caps

Mandatory

•
•
•
•

Audible alarm
High and low sensitive level
Cordless
Six segment visual leak size
indicator
• 2 p pcs C Batteries

Mandatory

Pipe Wrench 350 mm
(Stillson type)

• Jaw teeth induction hardened
• Spheroidal graphite cast
handle
• Drop forged hook , hardened,
and tempered
• Drop forged Chrome Vanadium
handle hardened and tempered

Mandatory

Pop rivet gun

• Hand Lever type
• Chrome vanadium steel
• Chrome plated

Mandatory

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

Capillary tube cutter

Leak Detector

Tape

• Chrome Vanadium
• Chrome plated

Mandatory

•
•
•
•
•

Mandatory

A

Nylon coated blade
Reverse printed blades
Double sided marking blade
Automatic brake
Plastic casing

B

11

TAILORING AND
FASHION DESIGN
(TFD)

1

Sewing machine
(Domestic) Treadle
Operated

• 5-25 SPI (Stitch per Inch)
• Reverse feed machine
• Treadle stand with five drawer
top that is sturdy
• Plastic carry case.

Mandatory

2

Sewing
(Domestic)
Operated

machine
Hand

• 5-25 SPI (Stitch per Inch)
• Reverse feed machine
• Plastic carry case

Mandatory

3

Sew Kit

Tweezer

Mandatory

Mandatory

Tape Measure

• Length 2 metres
• Thread reinforced nylon
• Dual calibrated cm/inches

Mandatory

Tailor’s Fabric
Scissors

•
•
•
•

Stainless steel blades
Straight and curved blade tips
Length 240 - 250mm
Asymmetrical plastic handle
design

Mandatory

Paper scissors

•
•
•
•

Stainless steel blades
All metal
Length 255 mm
Curved tips

Mandatory

Oil can

•
•
•
•
•

150 ml capacity
Enamel finish
Heavy gauge steel casing
Seamless metal bodied
Positive force feed brass and
valves

Mandatory

Tailor’s Thread
cutting snips

• Lightweight plastic with finger
hole for stability
• Replaceable stainless steel
blades
• Length 125 mm

Mandatory

Tailors chalk
(Box)

• Hard
• washable

Mandatory

4

Screw drivers Set

•
•
•
•

Flathead tip size 4 mm
Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
Cross head (Phillip) PH 1
Blade tips according to DIN
ISO 2380 – 1 form A
• 3 Component Handles
• Power grip with hanging hole
• Positive fit joint of handle and
blade for optimum transmission
of force type of handled at the
end of the tip
• Molybdenum-Vanadium
tempered steel

Mandatory

Bobbin and bobbin case

• Made of high steel grade
• Reparable

Mandatory

Apron

• Made of cotton,
• Have two bands (neck and
back)

Mandatory

Cleaning brushes

•
•
•
•

Mandatory

Grading ruler 1m, Steel

• Made of steel
• Length 1 m

Mandatory

General

Technical Specification of items
required including applicable
standards

Mandatory

Compliance
of
specification
offered

B

C

D

50 mm,
Polyester Bristles
Wood Varnished sash handle
Brass colour ferrule

11

Screwdriver set (6 piece)

• Flat Head marked
• Cross head PH1 and PH2
• Slotted/Straight head 4, 5.5,
6.5 and 8mm)
• Hanging hole
• Ergonomic grip handle
• Vanadium, molybdenum
tempered steel
• DIN – ISO 2380- 2
• Blade tip according to DIN –
ISO 2380- 1 Form A
• Precision made blade tip

Mandatory

12

Ball pein Hammer

• Drop forged
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision ground
• Blue epoxy powder coated
• Hard wood handle
• 375 mm length handle
• 0.840 kilograms weight

Mandatory

13

Chisel and Punch set ( 6
pieces )

• Chrome Molybdenum
Vanadium air hardened
tempered along the full length
• 45CrMoV7 steel
• Striking head induction
tempered to prevent shattering
• Working edge polished and
clear vanished
• In a PVC pack

Mandatory

14

Scriber

• Length 180mm
• Hardened and tempered high
grade steel
• Knurled body, Double ended
with one straight point and the
other at 900

Mandatory

15

Combination pliers with
cutter

• Chrome Vanadium steel with
vinyl handle
• Double polished head and joint
with induction hardened
cutting edges
• Scattered gripping and
crimping jaws behind the head

Mandatory

16

Spray gun

• Finish and primer sprayer
• High velocity low pressure
• Rating 30PSI
• Capacity of tank 600-1000 ml

Mandatory

17

Lining chisel

• High strength steel
• Rubber handle

Mandatory

18

Rubbing block (7 piece)
set

• Rubber for flats and contours

Mandatory

19

Seam splitter set

• Chrome vanadium stainless
steel
• Chrome coated
• Dual material soft grip handle
• Includes 900 , curved and
straight seam splitters

Mandatory

20

Spot weld remover

• Hardened steel cutter
• Reversing cutting tool
• Spring loaded centre point
screw
• Capacity 10mm
• Shank 6.5mm
• Operating speed 900rpm

Mandatory

21

Dent puller set

• Cast iron hammer 2kg
• Pipes (22.5x500 and 22.5x
200mm)
• Plates 6x170mm, 6x200mm
& 6x100mm
• Small chain block

Mandatory

22

Torx

• High Carbon Tool Steel

Mandatory

GENERAL

Technical Specification of items
required including applicable
standards

Mandatory

Compliance
of
specification
offered

C

D

6

Lot #

A
12

VEHICLE BODY REPAIR
(VBR)

1

Bumping hammer

2

3

Straight pein hammer

Utility hammers
dollies set

and

• Flat faced square and round
heads
• Drop forged
• High carbon steel heads and
cheeks
• Weight 700g
• Hickory, octagonal section and
wooden handle

Mandatory

• Flat faced and straight pein
head
• Drop forged
• High carbon steel heads and
cheeks
• Weight 700g
• Hickory, octagonal section and
wooden handle

Mandatory

• Shrinking, cross chisel and
pick hammers
• Toe, heel, general purpose
dollies
• Light dinging spoon
• High carbon steel heads

Mandatory

4

Body blade holder set

• Adjustable
• Flexible panel file
• Blade included

Mandatory

5

Rubber Mallets

• Soft surface
• Must provide a gentle but film
blow with little rebound
• Solid hickory shaft

Mandatory

6

Cartridge mask

Elastic head band with filters

Mandatory

7

Beating file / bumping
blade

• Length 300mm
• Serrated Face
• High Speed Steel

Mandatory

8

Snips (General purpose)

• Drop forged carbon steel
• Hardened precision ground
blades
• Length 250mm
• Sheet thickness 1.2mm at
strength of 600N/mm2

Mandatory

Combination spanner set
6 – 32 mm, 26 pieces

• Compliant with ISO 3318 and
ISO 7738
• Cr31V3
• Chromium plated

Mandatory

Socket spanner Half inch
drive, 6 – 32 mm

• Chrome – vanadium
• Chrome plated

Mandatory

9

10

26

LOT
NO

A

B

13

WOOD WORK
MACHINING (WWM)

1

Tape measure

• Length 5m,
• Reverse printed blade, nylon
coated to last longer
• Plastic cased
• Double sided marked blade
• With a sliding magnetic hook
and belt clip

Mandatory

2

Respirator

• Plastic cartridge mask,
• Elastic head band

Mandatory

3

Goggles

• Scratch resistant
• UV protection against electric
arc discharges
• Lens type clear

Mandatory

4

Combination
set

• 6 – 32mm,12 pieces
• Length ranging from 102 mm
to 425
• Chrome vanadium steel with
mirror polish finish
• 72-ratcheting system

Mandatory

spanners

5

Allen key set

• 1.5-10mm
• Range from T8 to T40
• Manufactured from chrome
molybdenum

Mandatory

6

Oil can

• Capacity 500 ml,
• Length 150 mm
• One piece moulded plastic
with positive force feed pumps
• Supplied with nylon push-fit
sprout

Mandatory

7

Ear protectors

With nylon strings

Mandatory

8

Jack plane ( No. 5)

• High performance carbon steel
blade hardened and tampered
• Fully adjustable frog for all
tasks and timber types
• Unbreakable polypropylene
handle and knob shaped for
comfort
• Adjustable Cutter for the depth
of cut alignment
• Tight fitting spring steel cap
iron for optimum shaving flow
• Cast fine grey iron base for
stability and ware resistance.

Mandatory

• Length 600mm,
• high quality hardened steel
blade
• Solid plastic handle

Mandatory

• 250 mm, high grade steel
blade
• Hardened and ground steel
with glazed and polished blade
• Tensioned and fully sprung
• Highly polished brass back and
handle
• In wallet and tooth guard

Mandatory

• With fine grain, drop forged
steel Head
• Striking face induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated
head
• With hardwood handle

Mandatory

• With fine grain, drop forged
steel Head
• Striking faces induction
hardened and precision
• Blue epoxy powder coated
head
• With hardwood handle

Mandatory

•
•
•
•

Flathead tip size 4 mm
Flathead tip size 5.5 mm
Cross head (Phillip) PH 1
Blade tips according to DIN
ISO 2380 – 1 form A
• 3 Component Handles
• Power grip with hanging hole
• Positive fit joint of handle and
blade for optimum
transmission of force type of
handled at the end of the tip
• Molybdenum-Vanadium
tempered steel

Mandatory

• With chrome vanadium alloy
blades hardened, tempered
ground and polished
• Handles with impact resistant
end caps.

Mandatory

• Length 180 mm
• Manufactured from chrome
vanadium steel
• Bonded vinyl coated handles
• Double polished head and joint
• Hardened cutting edges
• With side cutter
• Serrated gripping and crimping
jaws

Mandatory

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Rip saw

Tenon saw

Claw hammer

Ball pein hammer

Screw driver set

Mortice chisel

Pair of Pliers

16

G- Clamp (set of 3)

• Capacity: (100, 150, 200)
mm, drop forged
• Made of pressed steel
• Welded steel frame
• Chrome plated steel screw,
handle and swivel shoes

Mandatory

17

Oil stone

• Face (200 x 50 x 25) mm
• Bench stone
• Combination aluminium oxide

Mandatory

18

Ratchet Brace

• Die cast body
• Plastic handle with plastic
grips and screw top for bit
storage

Mandatory

19

Wheel Brace

• Overall length 215
• Die cast body
• Plastic handle with plastic
grips and screw top for bit
storage

Mandatory

20

Spoke shave

• Cast iron body
• High performance carbon steel
blade, hardened and tempered
• Rigid handles shaped for
comfort

Mandatory

21

Adjustable
Hacksaw
complete with blade

•
•
•
•
•

Compliant with BS 1919
Die Cast D styled handle
Tubular chrome coated frame
Wing nut blade Tensioning
For 250 mm (10’’) and 300
mm (12’’) hacksaw blades.
• Shatterproof HSS blades
• 24 teeth per inch

Mandatory

22

Mortice gauge

•
•
•
•

Length 150 mm
Manufactured from rose wood
Has a pull slide
Has a brass adjustable screw
and a brass plated head
• Fitted with a single and double
spur

Mandatory

23

Sash Clamp

• Length 1,200 mm
• SG du cast iron heads and
slides
• Bars manufactured from bright
drawn steel
• Made of reinforced steel

Mandatory

24

Grease Gun

• Capacity 200 cc
• Chrome plated steel body,
handle and offset nozzle
• Suction fill
• Working pressure; 3000
psi/206bar

Mandatory

25

Rasp (flat, round, half
round)

• 300mm, (Flat, Round, Half
Round), High Car Length 300
mm
• With tough enameled alloy
bodies
• High carbon heat treated steel
blades bon

Mandatory

26

Files

• Length 255 mm, (flat , round,
half round, three square),
• Manufactured according to BS
498:1990
• With solid plastic grip handles

Mandatory

27

Portable Planer

• Robust planer with adjustable
cutting depth for precise
material removal
• Supplied with spare with a
spare set of twin TCT blades
• With parallel guide, rebating
shoe, and dust collecting bag
• 240v, Single Phase
• No load speed 15,000 rpm
• Planning depth 3 mm

28

Portable Rip Saw

• Capacity:1100 Wats
• Input Voltage:230V

29

Portable Router

• Capacity:1100 Wats
• Input Voltage:230V

31

Electrical Drilling
Machine

•
•
•
•
•
•

		

10 mm reversible pistol drill
With rubber handle
Free speed 1800 rpm
Two speed trigger
Ergonomic comfortable grip
Slow speed when pushed half

LOT
NO

GENERAL

Technical Specification of Items
required including applicable
standards

A

B

14

DESKTOP COMPUTERS
(ALL IN ONE)

NO

DESCRIPTION

SPECIFICATIONS

1

Desktop Computer (all in
one – CPU and Monitor)

• Processor –dual core 2.4
GHz+(i5 series intel processor)
• RAM – 16GB
• Hard Drive – 500 GB or larger
solid state hard drive
• Graphics Card – any with
display port/HDMI or DVI
support –desktop only.
• Wireless (for Laptops)
-802.11ac (WPA2 support
required)
• Monitor – 17 or 19” Wide
screen LCD with Display port/
HDMI or DVI support- desktop
only.
• Operating System – Windows
10 Home or Professional
editions, or apple OS X 10.12.3
• Warranty 2 years – Desktops
only.

Mandatory

Compliance of
specification
offered

C

D

(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)
MANDATORY

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)
(k)

(l)
(m)

The detailed technical evaluation will examine the technical specification of the items offered in column
d and determine or verify whether this meets the minimum specification required in column b. Bidders
must complete column d or the bid will be rejected. Column c indicates whether the item is a “Mandatory”
requirement by use of the letter “M”. Any item without an “M” in column c is considered non-mandatory
and subject to a reasonable variation in specification or performance to be assessed during evaluation in
accordance with Section 3. Note that Bidders are required to include technical literature to support the details
provided in column d and include internationally accepted standards in Column d.

(n)

(o)
2.

Contract Documents
2.1 Subject to the order of precedence set forth in the Agreement, all documents forming the Contract
(and all parts thereof) are intended to be correlative, complementary, and mutually explanatory.

3.

Fraud and Corruption
3.1 The Government requires that Procuring Entities, as well as Bidders and Suppliers under public
financed contracts, observe the highest standards of ethics during the procurement and execution
of such contracts. In pursuance of this policy, the Government:
(a)
defines, for the purposes of this provision, the terms set forth below as follows:
(i)
“corrupt practice” means the offering, giving, receiving or soliciting, directly or
indirectly, of anything of value to influence the action of a public official in the
procurement process or in contract execution;
(ii)
“fraudulent practice” means a misrepresentation or omission of facts in order to
influence a procurement process or the execution of a contract;
(iii) “collusive practices” means a scheme or arrangement between two or more Bidders,
with or without the knowledge of the Procuring Entity, designed to establish prices
at artificial, noncompetitive levels; and
(iv) “coercive practices” means harming or threatening to harm, directly or indirectly,
persons or their property to influence their participation in a procurement process,
or affect the execution of a contract.
(b)
will debar a Bidder from participation in public procurement for a specified period
of time if it at any time determines that the firm has engaged in corrupt, fraudulent,
collusive or coercive practices in competing for, or in executing, a contract.

4.

Interpretation
4.1 If the context so requires it, singular means plural and vice versa.
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Section 7 General Conditions of Contract
1.

Definitions
1.1 The following words and expressions shall have the meanings hereby assigned to them:
(a)
“Contract” means the Agreement entered into between the Procuring Entity and the
Supplier, together with the Contract Documents referred to therein, including all

attachments, appendices, and all documents incorporated by reference therein.
“Contract Documents” means the documents listed in the Agreement, including any
amendments thereto.
“Contract Price” means the price payable to the Supplier as specified in the Agreement,
subject to such additions and adjustments thereto or deductions therefrom, as may be
made pursuant to the Contract.
“Day” means calendar day.
“Delivery” means the transfer of the Goods from the Supplier to the Procuring Entity in
accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in the Contract.
Completion” means the fulfilment of the Related Services by the Supplier in accordance
with the terms and conditions set forth in the Contract.
“Eligible Countries” means the countries and territories eligible as listed in Section 3 of the
Bidding Document.
“GCC” means the General Conditions of Contract.
“Goods” means all of the commodities, raw materials, machinery and equipment, and/or
other materials that the Supplier is required to supply to the Procuring Entity under the
Contract.
“Procuring Entity” means the entity purchasing the Goods and Related Services, as
specified in the SCC.
“Related Services” means the services incidental to the supply of the goods, such as
insurance, installation, training and initial maintenance and other similar obligations of
the Supplier under the Contract.
“SCC” means the Special Conditions of Contract.
“Subcontractor” means any natural person, private or government entity, or a combination
of the above, including its legal successors or permitted assigns, to whom any part of the
Goods to be supplied or execution of any part of the Related Services is subcontracted by
the Supplier.
“Supplier” means the natural person, private or government entity, or a combination of the
above, whose bid to perform the Contract has been accepted by the Procuring Entity and
is named as such in the Agreement, and includes the legal successors or permitted assigns
of the Supplier.
“The Site,” where applicable, means the place named in the SCC.

4.2

Incoterms
(a)
Unless otherwise specified in the SCC, the meaning of any trade term and the rights and
obligations of parties thereunder shall be as prescribed by Incoterms.
(b)
EXW, CIF, CIP, and other similar terms, shall be governed by the rules prescribed in the
current edition of Incoterms, published by the International Chamber of Commerce at the
date of the Invitation for Bids or as specified in the SCC.

4.3

Entire Agreement
(a)
The Contract constitutes the entire agreement between the Procuring Entity and the
Supplier and supersedes all communications, negotiations and agreements (whether
written or oral) of parties with respect thereto made prior to the date of Contract.
Amendment
(a)
No amendment or other variation of the Contract shall be valid unless it is in writing, is
dated, expressly refers to the Contract, and is signed by a duly authorised representative
of each party thereto.
4.5 Nonwaiver
(a)
Subject to GCC Sub-Clause 4.5(b) below, no relaxation, forbearance, delay, or indulgence
by either party in enforcing any of the terms and conditions of the Contract or the granting
of time by either party to the other shall prejudice, affect, or restrict the rights of that party
under the Contract, neither shall any waiver by either party of any breach of Contract
operate as waiver of any subsequent or continuing breach of Contract.

4.4

(b)

4.6
(a)

Any waiver of a party’s rights, powers, or remedies under the Contract must be in writing,
dated, and signed by an authorised representative of the party granting such waiver, and
must specify the right and the extent to which it is being waived.
Severability
If any provision or condition of the Contract is prohibited or rendered invalid or
unenforceable, such prohibition, invalidity or unenforceability shall not affect the validity
or enforceability of any other provisions and conditions of the Contract.

5.

Language
5.1 The Contract as well as all correspondence and documents relating to the Contract exchanged by
the Supplier and the Procuring Entity, shall be written in English unless otherwise specified in the
SCC. Supporting documents and printed literature that are part of the Contract may be in another
language provided they are accompanied by an accurate translation of the relevant passages in
the language specified in the SCC, in which case, for purposes of interpretation of the Contract,
this translation shall govern.
5.2 The Supplier shall bear all costs of translation to the governing language and all risks of the
accuracy of such translation.

6.

Joint Venture, Consortium or Association
6.1 If the Supplier is a joint venture, consortium, or association, all of the parties shall be jointly and
severally liable to the Procuring Entity for the fulfilment of the provisions of the Contract and shall
designate one party to act as a leader with authority to bind the joint venture, consortium, or
association. The composition or the constitution of the joint venture, consortium, or association
shall not be altered without the prior consent of the Procuring Entity.

7.

Eligibility
7.1 All Goods and Services supplied under the Contract shall have their origin in the countries and
territories eligible under the rules and regulations of the Government of Malawi.
7.2 For purposes of this Clause, “origin” means the place where the Goods were mined, grown,
or produced, or from which the Services are supplied. Goods are produced when, through
manufacturing, processing, or substantial and major assembly of components, a commercially
recognised new product results that is substantially different in basic characteristics or in purpose
or utility from its components.

8.

Notices
8.1 Any notice given by one party to the other pursuant to the Contract shall be in writing to the
address specified in the SCC. The term “in writing” means communicated in written form with
proof of receipt.
8.2 A notice shall be effective when delivered or on the notice’s effective date, whichever is later.

9.

Governing Law
9.1 The Contract shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Republic
of Malawi, unless otherwise specified in the SCC.

10.

Settlement of Disputes
10.1 The Procuring Entity and the Supplier shall make every effort to resolve amicably by direct
informal negotiation any disagreement or dispute arising between them under or in connection
with the Contract.
10.2 If the parties fail to resolve such a dispute or difference by mutual consultation within twentyeight (28) days from the commencement of such consultation, either party may require that the
dispute be referred for resolution to the formal mechanisms specified in the SCC.

11.

Scope of Supply
11.1 Subject to the SCC, the Goods and Related Services to be supplied shall be as specified in the
Statement of Requirements.
11.2 Unless otherwise stipulated in the Contract, the Supply shall include all such items not
specifically mentioned in the Contract but that can be reasonably inferred from the Contract as
being required for attaining Delivery and Completion of the Goods and Related Services as if such
items were expressly mentioned in the Contract.

12.

Delivery
12.1 Subject to GCC Sub-Clause 33.1, the Delivery of the Goods and Completion of the Related
Services shall be in accordance with the Delivery and Completion Schedule specified in the
Statement of Requirements. The details of shipping and other documents to be furnished by the
Supplier are specified in the SCC.

13.

Supplier’s Responsibilities
13.1 The Supplier shall supply all the Goods and Related Services included in the Scope of Supply in
accordance with GCC Clause 11, and the Delivery and Completion Schedule, as per GCC Clause
12.
Procuring Entity’s Responsibilities
14.1 Whenever the supply of Goods and Related Services requires that the Supplier obtain permits,
approvals, and import and other licenses from local public authorities, the Procuring Entity shall,
if so required by the Supplier, make its best effort to assist the Supplier in complying with such
requirements in a timely and expeditious manner
14.2 The Procuring Entity shall pay all costs involved in the performance of its responsibilities, in
accordance with GCC Sub-Clause 14.1.

14.

15.

Contract Price
15.1 The Contract Price shall be as specified in the Agreement subject to any additions and

adjustments thereto, or deductions therefrom, as may be made pursuant to the Contract.
15.2 Prices charged by the Supplier for the Goods delivered and the Related Services performed under
the Contract shall not vary from the prices quoted by the Supplier in its bid, with the exception
of any price adjustments authorised in the SCC.
16.

Terms of Payment
16.1 The Contract Price shall be paid as specified in the SCC.
16.2 The Supplier’s request for payment shall be made to the Procuring Entity in writing, accompanied
by invoices describing, as appropriate, the Goods delivered and Related Services performed,
and by the documents submitted pursuant to GCC Clause 12 and upon fulfilment of all the
obligations stipulated in the Contract.
16.3 Payments shall be made promptly by the Procuring Entity, no later than forty-five (45) days
after submission of an invoice or request for payment by the Supplier, and the Procuring Entity
has accepted it.
16.4 The currency in which payments shall be made to the Supplier under this Contract shall be
specified in SCC.

17

Taxes and Duties
17.1 For goods supplied from outside the Republic of Malawi, the Supplier shall be entirely responsible
for all taxes, stamp duties, license fees, and other such levies imposed outside the Republic of
Malawi.
17.2 For goods supplied from within the Republic of Malawi, the Supplier shall be entirely responsible
for all taxes, duties, license fees, etc., incurred until delivery of the contracted Goods to the
Procuring Entity.
17.3 If any tax exemptions, reductions, allowances or privileges may be available to the Supplier in
the Republic of Malawi, the Procuring Entity shall use its best efforts to enable the Supplier to
benefit from any such tax savings to the maximum allowable extent.
17.4 For the purpose of the Contract, it is agreed that the Contract Price specified in the Agreement is
based on the taxes, duties, levies, and charges (called “tax” in this sub-clause) prevailing at the
date twenty-eight (28) days prior to the date of bid submission in the Republic of Malawi. If any
tax rates are increased or decreased, a new tax is introduced, an existing tax is abolished, or any
change in interpretation or application of any tax occurs in the course of the performance of the
Contract, which was or will be assessed on the Supplier, its Subcontractors, or their employees
in connection with performance of the Contract, an equitable adjustment to the Contract Price
shall be made to fully take into account any such change by addition to or reduction from the
Contract Price, as the case may be.

18

Performance Security
18.1 The Supplier shall, within thirty (30) days of the notification of contract award, provide
a performance security for the due performance of the Contract in the amount and currency
specified in the SCC.
18.2 The proceeds of the performance security shall be payable to the Procuring Entity as compensation
for any loss resulting from the Supplier’s failure to complete its obligations under the Contract.
18.3 The performance security shall be denominated in the currency of the Contract, or in a freely
convertible currency acceptable to the Procuring Entity, and shall be in one of the forms stipulated
by the Procuring Entity in the SCC, or in another form acceptable to the Procuring Entity.
18.4 The performance security shall be discharged by the Procuring Entity and returned to the Supplier
not later than thirty (30) days following the date of completion of the Supplier’s performance
obligations under the Contract, including any warranty obligations, unless specified otherwise in
the SCC.

19

Copyright
19.1 The copyright in all drawings, documents, and other materials containing data and information
furnished to the Procuring Entity by the Supplier herein shall remain vested in the Supplier, or,
if they are furnished to the Procuring Entity directly or through the Supplier by any third party,
including suppliers of materials, the copyright in such materials shall remain vested in such third
party

20

Confidential Information
20.1 The Procuring Entity and the Supplier shall keep confidential and shall not, without the written
consent of the other party hereto, divulge to any third party any documents, data, or other
information furnished directly or indirectly by the other party hereto in connection with the
Contract, whether such information has been furnished prior to, during or following completion
or termination of the Contract. Notwithstanding the above, the Supplier may furnish to its
Subcontractor such documents, data, and other information it receives from the Procuring Entity
to the extent required for the Subcontractor to perform its work under the Contract, in which
event the Supplier shall obtain from such Subcontractor an undertaking of confidentiality similar
to that imposed on the Supplier under GCC Clause 20.
20.2 The Procuring Entity shall not use such documents, data, and other information received from
the Supplier for any purposes unrelated to the contract. Similarly, the Supplier shall not use
such documents, data, and other information received from the Procuring Entity for any purpose
other than the design, procurement, or other work and services required for the performance of
the Contract.
20.3 The obligation of a party under GCC Sub-Clauses 20.1 and 20.2 above, however, shall not apply
to information that:
(a)
the Procuring Entity or Supplier need to share with any other institutions participating in
the financing of the Contract;
(b)
now or hereafter enters the public domain through no fault of that party;
(c)
can be proven to have been possessed by that party at the time of disclosure and which
was not previously obtained, directly or indirectly, from the other party; or

(d)

otherwise lawfully becomes available to that party from a third party that has no
obligation of confidentiality.
20.4 The above provisions of GCC Clause 20 shall not in any way modify any undertaking of
confidentiality given by either of the parties hereto prior to the date of the Contract in respect of
the Supply or any part thereof.
20.5 The provisions of GCC Clause 20 shall survive completion or termination, for whatever reason,
of the Contract.
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26.4

26.5

26.6
26.7

26.8

Subcontracting
21.1 The Supplier shall notify the Procuring Entity in writing of all subcontracts awarded under the
Contract if not already specified in the bid. Subcontracting shall in no event relieve the Supplier
from any of its obligations, duties, responsibilities, or liability under the Contract.
Subcontracts shall comply with the provisions of GCC Clauses 3 and 7.
Specifications and Standards
Technical Specifications and Drawings
The Supplier shall ensure that the Goods and Related Services comply with technical specifications
and other provisions of the Contract.
The Supplier shall be entitled to disclaim responsibility for any design, data, drawing, specification
or other document, or any modification thereof provided or designed by or on behalf of the Procuring
Entity, by giving a notice of such disclaimer to the Procuring Entity.
The Goods and Related Services supplied under this Contract shall conform to the standards
mentioned in the Statement of Requirements and, when no applicable standard is mentioned, the
standard shall be equivalent or superior to the official standards whose application is appropriate to
the goods’ country of origin.
Wherever references are made in the Contract to codes and standards in accordance with which
it shall be executed, the edition or the revised version of such codes and standards shall be those
specified in the Statement of Requirements. During Contract execution, any changes in any such
codes and standards shall be applied only after approval by the Procuring Entity and shall be treated
in accordance with GCC Clause 33.
Packing and Documents
The Supplier shall provide such packing of the goods as is required to prevent their damage or
deterioration during transit to their final destination, as indicated in the Contract. During transit, the
packing shall be sufficient to withstand, without limitation, rough handling and exposure to extreme
temperatures, salt and precipitation, and open storage. Packing case size and weights shall take into
consideration, where appropriate, the remoteness of the goods’ final destination and the absence of
heavy handling facilities at all points in transit.
The packing, marking, and documentation within and outside the packages shall comply strictly with
such special requirements as shall be expressly provided for in the Contract, including additional
requirements, if any, specified in the SCC, and in any other instructions ordered by the Procuring
Entity.
Insurance
Unless otherwise specified in the SCC, the Goods supplied under the Contract shall be fully insured, in
a freely convertible currency from an eligible country, against loss or damage incidental to manufacture
or acquisition, transportation, storage, and delivery, in accordance with the applicable Incoterms or in
the manner specified in the SCC.
Transportation
Unless otherwise specified in the SCC, responsibility for transportation of the Goods shall be in
accordance with the Incoterms specified in the Statement of Requirements.
Inspections and Tests
The Supplier shall at its own expense and at no cost to the Procuring Entity carry out all such tests and/
or inspections of the Goods and Related Services as are specified in the Statement of Requirements.
The inspections and tests may be conducted on the premises of the Supplier or its Subcontractor, at
point of delivery, and/or at the Goods’ final destination, or in another place in the Republic of Malawi
as specified in the SCC. Subject to GCC Sub-Clause 26.3, if conducted on the premises of the
Supplier or its Subcontractor, all reasonable facilities and assistance, including access to drawings and
production data, shall be furnished to the inspectors at no charge to the Procuring Entity.
The Procuring Entity or its designated representative shall be entitled to attend the tests and/or
inspections referred to in GCC Sub-Clause 26.2, provided that the Procuring Entity bear all of its
own costs and expenses incurred in connection with such attendance including, but not limited to, all
travelling and board and lodging expenses.
Whenever the Supplier is ready to carry out any such test and inspection, it shall give a reasonable
advance notice, including the place and time, to the Procuring Entity. The Supplier shall obtain from
any relevant third party or manufacturer any necessary permission or consent to enable the Procuring
Entity or its designated representative to attend the test and/or inspection.
The Procuring Entity may require the Supplier to carry out any test and/or inspection not required by
the Contract but deemed necessary to verify that the characteristics and performance of the Goods
comply with the technical specifications codes and standards under the Contract, provided that the
Supplier’s reasonable costs and expenses incurred in the carrying out of such test and/or inspection
shall be added to the Contract Price. Further, if such test and/or inspection impedes the progress
of manufacturing and/or the Supplier’s performance of its other obligations under the Contract,
due allowance will be made in respect of the Delivery Dates and Completion Dates and the other
obligations so affected.
The Supplier shall provide the Procuring Entity with a report of the results of any such test and/or
inspection.
The Procuring Entity may reject any Goods or any part thereof that fail to pass any test and/or
inspection or do not conform to the specifications. The Supplier shall either rectify or replace such
rejected Goods or parts thereof or make alterations necessary to meet the specifications at no cost to
the Procuring Entity, and shall repeat the test and/or inspection, at no cost to the Procuring Entity,
upon giving a notice pursuant to GCC Sub-Clause 26.4.
The Supplier agrees that neither the execution of a test and/or inspection of the Goods or any part
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30
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31.1

thereof, nor the attendance by the Procuring Entity or its representative, nor the issue of any report
pursuant to GCC Sub-Clause 26.6, shall release the Supplier from any warranties or other obligations
under the Contract.
Liquidated Damages
Except as provided under GCC Clause 32, if the Supplier fails to deliver any or all of the Goods or
perform the Related Services within the period specified in the Contract, the Procuring Entity may
without prejudice to all its other remedies under the Contract, deduct from the Contract Price, as
liquidated damages, a sum equivalent to the percentage specified in the SCC of the Contract Price for
each week or part thereof of delay until actual delivery or performance, up to a maximum deduction
of the percentage specified in those SCC. Once the maximum is reached, the Procuring Entity may
terminate the Contract pursuant to GCC Clause 35.
Warranty
The Supplier warrants that all the Goods are new, unused, and of the most recent or current models,
and that they incorporate all recent improvements in design and materials, unless provided otherwise
in the Contract.
Subject to GCC Sub-Clause 22.1, the Supplier further warrants that the Goods shall be free from
defects arising from any act or omission of the Supplier or arising from design, materials, and
workmanship, under normal use in the conditions prevailing in Malawi.
Unless otherwise specified in the SCC, the warranty shall remain valid for twelve (12) months after
the Goods, or any portion thereof as the case may be, have been delivered to and accepted at the final
destination indicated in the SCC, or for eighteen (18) months after the date of shipment or loading in
the country of origin, whichever period concludes earlier.
The Procuring Entity shall give notice to the Supplier stating the nature of any such defects together
with all available evidence thereof, promptly following the discovery thereof. The Procuring Entity
shall afford all reasonable opportunity for the Supplier to inspect such defects.
Upon receipt of such notice, the Supplier shall, within the period specified in the SCC, expeditiously
repair or replace the defective Goods or parts thereof, at no cost to the Procuring Entity.
If having been notified, the Supplier fails to remedy the defect within the period specified in the SCC,
the Procuring Entity may proceed to take within a reasonable period such remedial action as may
be necessary, at the Supplier’s risk and expense and without prejudice to any other rights which the
Procuring Entity may have against the Supplier under the Contract.
Patent Indemnity
The Supplier shall, subject to the Procuring Entity’s compliance with GCC Sub-Clause 29.2, indemnify
and hold harmless the Procuring Entity and its employees and officers from and against any and all
suits, actions or administrative proceedings, claims, demands, losses, damages, costs, and expenses
of any nature, including attorney’s fees and expenses, which the Procuring Entity may suffer as a result
of any infringement or alleged infringement of any patent, utility model, registered design, trademark,
copyright, or other intellectual property right registered or otherwise existing at the date of the Contract
by reason of:
the installation of the Goods by the Supplier or the use of the Goods in Malawi; and
the sale in any country of the products produced by the Goods.
Such indemnity shall not cover any use of the Goods or any part thereof other than for the purpose
indicated by or to be reasonably inferred from the Contract, neither any infringement resulting from the
use of the Goods or any part thereof, or any products produced thereby in association or combination
with any other equipment, plant, or materials not supplied by the Supplier, pursuant to the Contract.
If any proceedings are brought or any claim is made against the Procuring Entity arising out of the
matters referred to in GCC Sub-Clause 29.1, the Procuring Entity shall promptly give the Supplier a
notice thereof, and the Supplier may at its own expense and in the Procuring Entity’s name conduct
such proceedings or claim and any negotiations for the settlement of any such proceedings or claim.
If the Supplier fails to notify the Procuring Entity within twenty-eight (28) days after receipt of such
notice that it intends to conduct any such proceedings or claim, then the Procuring Entity shall be free
to conduct the same on its own behalf.
The Procuring Entity shall, at the Supplier’s request, afford all available assistance to the Supplier
in conducting such proceedings or claim, and shall be reimbursed by the Supplier for all reasonable
expenses incurred in so doing.
The Procuring Entity shall indemnify and hold harmless the Supplier and its employees, officers, and
Subcontractors from and against any and all suits, actions or administrative proceedings, claims,
demands, losses, damages, costs, and expenses of any nature, including attorney’s fees and expenses,
which the Supplier may suffer as a result of any infringement or alleged infringement of any patent,
utility model, registered design, trademark, copyright, or other intellectual property right registered or
otherwise existing at the date of the Contract arising out of or in connection with any design, data,
drawing, specification, or other documents or materials provided or designed by or on behalf of the
Procuring Entity.
Limitation of Liability
Except in cases of criminal negligence or wilful misconduct,
the Supplier shall not be liable to the Procuring Entity, whether in contract, tort, or otherwise, for any
indirect or consequential loss or damage, loss of use, loss of production, or loss of profits or interest
costs, provided that this exclusion shall not apply to any obligation of the Supplier to pay liquidated
damages to the Procuring Entity and
the aggregate liability of the Supplier to the Procuring Entity, whether under the Contract, in tort or
otherwise, shall not exceed the total Contract Price, provided that this limitation shall not apply to the
cost of repairing or replacing defective equipment, or to any obligation of the supplier to indemnify the
Procuring Entity with respect to patent infringement
Change in Laws and Regulations
Unless otherwise specified in the Contract, if after the date of the Invitation to Bid, any law, regulation,
ordinance, order or bylaw having the force of law is enacted, promulgated, abrogated, or changed
in the place of the Republic of Malawi where the Site is located (which shall be deemed to include
any change in interpretation or application by the competent authorities) that subsequently affects
the Delivery Date and/or the Contract Price, then such Delivery Date and/or Contract Price shall be
correspondingly increased or decreased, to the extent that the Supplier has thereby been affected in
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the performance of any of its obligations under the Contract. Notwithstanding the foregoing, such

termination will be without compensation to the Supplier, provided that such termination

additional or reduced cost shall not be separately paid or credited if the same has already been

will not prejudice or affect any right of action or remedy that has accrued or will accrue

accounted for in the price adjustment provisions where applicable, in accordance with GCC Clause 15.

thereafter to the Procuring Entity.

Force Majeure
35.3 Termination for Convenience

32.1 The Supplier shall not be liable for forfeiture of its performance security, liquidated damages, or
termination for default if and to the extent that its delay in performance or other failure to perform its

(a)

obligations under the Contract is the result of an event of Force Majeure.

The Procuring Entity, by notice sent to the Supplier, may terminate the Contract, in whole
or in part, at any time for its convenience. The notice of termination shall specify that

32.2 For purposes of this Clause, “Force Majeure” means an event or situation beyond the control of the

termination is for the Procuring Entity’s convenience, the extent to which performance of

Supplier that is not foreseeable, is unavoidable, and its origin is not due to negligence or lack of care on

the Supplier under the Contract is terminated, and the date upon which such termination

the part of the Supplier. Such events may include, but not be limited to, acts of the Procuring Entity in

becomes effective.

its sovereign capacity, wars or revolutions, fires, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, and freight

(b)

embargoes.

The Goods that are complete and ready for shipment within twenty-eight (28) days after
the Supplier’s receipt of notice of termination shall be accepted by the Procuring Entity at

32.3 If a Force Majeure situation arises, the Supplier shall promptly notify the Procuring Entity in writing of

the Contract terms and prices. For the remaining Goods, the Procuring Entity may elect:

such condition and the cause thereof. Unless otherwise directed by the Procuring Entity in writing, the

(i)

Supplier shall continue to perform its obligations under the Contract as far as is reasonably practical,
and shall seek all reasonable alternative means for performance not prevented by the Force Majeure

(ii)

event.
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to cancel the remainder and pay to the Supplier an agreed amount for partially
completed Goods and Related Services and for materials and parts previously

Change Orders and Contract Amendments

procured by the Supplier.

33.1 The Procuring Entity may at any time order the Supplier through notice in accordance GCC Clause 8,
to make changes within the general scope of the Contract in any one or more of the following:
(a)

to have any portion completed and delivered at the Contract terms and prices; and/
or

36

Assignment
36.1 Neither the Procuring Entity nor the Supplier shall assign, in whole or in part, their obligations

drawings, designs, or specifications, where Goods to be furnished under the Contract are to be

under this Contract, except with prior written consent of the other party.

specifically manufactured for the Procuring Entity;
(b)

the method of shipment or packing;

Section 8. Special Conditions of Contract

(c)

the place of delivery; and

The following Special Conditions of Contract (SCC) shall supplement the General Conditions of Contract

(d)

the Related Services to be provided by the Supplier.

(GCC). Whenever there is a conflict, the provisions herein shall prevail over those in the GCC

33.2 If any such change causes an increase or decrease in the cost of, or the time required for, the Supplier’s
performance of any provisions under the Contract, an equitable adjustment shall be made in the

GCC clause reference

Special Conditions

Contract Price or in the Delivery/Completion Schedule, or both, and the Contract shall accordingly

GCC 1.1(j)

The Procuring Entity is: TEVETA

be amended. Any claims by the Supplier for adjustment under this Clause must be asserted within

GCC 1.1 (o)

The Site is: City Centre, Lilongwe

GCC 4.2 (a)

The meaning of the trade terms shall be as prescribed by International
Chamber of Commerce

GCC 4.2 (b)

The version of Incoterms shall be: Incoterms 2018

GCC 5.1

The language shall be: English

GCC 8.1

For notices, the Procuring Entity’s address shall be:
Attention: IPC Chairperson
Street Address:
Floor/ Room number: TEVETA
City: City Centre, Lilongwe
Country: Malawi
Telephone: 265 1 775 211
Facsimile number: 265 1 774 797
Country:
Email address: ipc@tevetamw.com | pkasambara@tevetamw.com

twenty-eight (28) days from the date of the Supplier’s receipt of the Procuring Entity’s change order.
33.3 Prices to be charged by the Supplier for any Related Services that might be needed but which were
not included in the Contract shall be agreed upon in advance by the parties and shall not exceed the
prevailing rates charged to other parties by the Supplier for similar services.
34

Extensions of Time
34.1 If at any time during performance of the Contract, the Supplier or its subcontractors should
encounter conditions impeding timely delivery of the Goods or completion of Related Services
pursuant to GCC Clause 12, the Supplier shall promptly notify the Procuring Entity in writing of
the delay, its likely duration, and its cause. As soon as practicable after receipt of the Supplier’s
notice, the Procuring Entity shall evaluate the situation and may at its discretion extend the
Supplier’s time for performance, in which case the extension shall be ratified by the parties by
amendment of the Contract.
34.2 Except in case of Force Majeure, as provided under GCC Clause 32, a delay by the Supplier in
the performance of its Delivery and Completion obligations shall render the Supplier liable to

For notices, the Supplier’s address shall be:
Attention:
Street Address:
Floor/ Room number:
City:
Post Code:
Telephone:
Facsimile number:
Email address:

the imposition of liquidated damages pursuant to GCC Clause 27, unless an extension of time
is agreed upon, pursuant to GCC Sub-Clause 34.1.
35

Termination
35.1 Termination for Default
(a)

The Procuring Entity, without prejudice to any other remedy for breach of Contract, by
notice of default sent to the Supplier, may terminate the Contract in whole or in part:
(i)

if the Supplier fails to deliver any or all of the Goods within the period specified
in the Contract, or within any extension thereof granted by the Procuring Entity
pursuant to GCC Clause 34; or

The formal mechanism for the resolution of disputes shall be:
Arbitration

GCC 11.1

The scope of supply shall be defined in : as defined in statement of
requirements

GCC 12.1

The shipping and other documents to be furnished by the Supplier are:
Bill of lading, Delivery Notes and Invoices

costs for such similar Goods or Related Services. However, the Supplier shall continue

GCC 15.2

The price adjustment shall be: N/A

performance of the Contract to the extent not terminated.

GCC 16.1

The terms of payment shall be: By Cheque or Bank transfer within 30
days after delivery and acceptance of the goods

fraudulent practices, as defined in GCC Clause 3, in competing for or in executing the

GCC 16.4

The currency for payments shall be: Malawi Kwacha or US Dollar

Contract.

GCC 18.1

The amount of the Performance Security shall be determined based on
the successful bid and shall be 10% of the bid price.

GCC 18.3

The types of acceptable Performance Securities are: Bank certified
cheque

GCC 23.1

The insurance coverage shall be: All risks

if the Supplier fails to perform any other obligation under the Contract.

In the event the Procuring Entity terminates the Contract in whole or in part, pursuant
to GCC Clause 35.1(a), the Procuring Entity may procure, upon such terms and in such
manner as it deems appropriate, Goods or Related Services similar to those undelivered
or not performed, and the Supplier shall be liable to the Procuring Entity for any additional

(c)

if the Supplier, in the judgment of the Procuring Entity has engaged in corrupt or

35.2 Termination for Insolvency
(a)

The governing law shall be: Malawi

GCC 10.2

(ii)
(b)

GCC 9.1

The Procuring Entity may at any time terminate the Contract by giving notice to the
Supplier if the Supplier becomes bankrupt or otherwise insolvent.

In such event,

GCC 26.1

The liquidated damages shall be: 0.50 % per week

GCC 26.1

The maximum total percentage for liquidated damages shall be: 2.5%

GCC 27.3

The period of validity of the Warranty shall be: 8 Months

GCC 27.5

The repair or replace period will be: two month

AND WHEREAS it has been stipulated by you in the aforementioned Contract that the Supplier shall furnish
you with a security ……………….. issued by a reputable guarantor for the sum specified therein as security
for compliance with the Supplier’s performance obligations in accordance with the Contract.
AND
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Performance Security

201

Advance Payment Security

202

domiciled

in

sums within the limits of ………. ………… as aforesaid, without your needing to prove or to show grounds
or reasons for your demand or the sum specified therein.

, 20 , between ….……………….. ………………………………. of

of ………………………… (hereinafter called “the Supplier”), of the other part:
WHEREAS the Procuring Entity invited bids for certain Goods and Related Services, viz.,
………………………………………………………. and has accepted a Bid by the Supplier for the supply
of those Goods and Related Services in the sum of ………… ………………………………………………..
(hereinafter called “the Contract Price”).

This security is valid until the ……….. day of ………………, 20….
This guarantee is subject to the Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees, ICC Publication No 458.
Name …………………….. In the capacity of ………………………
Signed ……………………..
		
Duly authorised to sign the authorisation for and on behalf of ………………………….

NOW THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSETH AS FOLLOWS:
In this Agreement words and expressions shall have the same meanings as are respectively assigned
to them in the Contract referred to.
The following documents shall be deemed to form and be read and construed as part of this
Agreement, viz.:
the General Conditions of Contract;

(b)

the Special Conditions of Contract;

(c)

the Statement of Requirements;

(e)

the Bid Submission Sheet and the Price Schedules submitted by the Supplier;

(f)

the Procuring Entity’s Notification to the Supplier of award of Contract; and

Date: …………………………………………...................................
Procurement Reference Number: ……………….............................

In consideration of the payments to be made by the Procuring Entity to the Supplier as indicated
in this Agreement, the Supplier hereby covenants with the Purchaser to provide the Goods and
Related Services and to remedy defects therein in conformity in all respects with the provisions of
the Contract.
The Procuring Entity hereby covenants to pay the Supplier in consideration of the provision of the
Goods and Related Services and the remedying of defects therein, the Contract Price or such other
sum as may become payable under the provisions of the Contract at the times and in the manner
prescribed by the Contract.

To: ………………………………………………………………...........
In accordance with the payment provision included in the Contract, in relation to advance payments,
…………………………………………. (hereinafter called “the Supplier”) shall deposit with the Purchaser
a security consisting of ……………….., to guarantee its proper and faithful performance of the obligations
imposed by said Clause of the Contract, in the amount of ……………………………………….
We,

the

undersigned

………………………………………………,

legally

domiciled

in

………………………………………….. (hereinafter “the Guarantor”), as instructed by the Supplier, agree

IN WITNESS whereof the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed in accordance with the
laws of ……………………………. on the day, month and year indicated above.
Name ……………………………….....................

in the capacity of ……………………………….........

Signed by …………………………………………..

for

the

Procuring

Entity..........................................
Name ……………………………….....................

in the capacity of ………………………………..........

Signed by ………………………………………......

for

the

Supplier......................................................

the Purchaser on its first demand without whatsoever right of objection on our part and without its first
claim to the Supplier, in the amount not exceeding ………………………………………………….
This security shall remain valid and in full effect from the date of the advance payment received by the
Supplier under the Contract until ………., ……………….. 20 ...

Name ……………………… In the capacity of ………………………………………......
Signed …………………………………………….........................................................
Duly authorised to sign the authorisation for and on behalf of ……………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………..............

Date: ………………………………………….

Dated on ………. day of ………………………..; 20……...

Procurement Reference Number: ………………
To: …………………………………………………………………..
WHEREAS ………………………………… (hereinafter called “the Supplier”) has undertaken, pursuant to
Contract No. ……………. dated ………, ………………… 20

unconditionally and irrevocably to guarantee as primary obligor and not as surety merely, the payment to

		

Performance Security

(hereinafter called “the Contract”).

Dated on ………………. day of …………………, 20…..
Advance Payment Security

(a)

(g)

4.

legally

demand declaring the Supplier to be in default under the Contract, without cavil or argument, any sum or

…………………….. (hereinafter called “the Procuring Entity) the one part, and …………………………….

3.

………………………………………,

to a total of …………………………………………… and we undertake to pay you, upon your first written

Agreement

2.

undersigned

THEREFORE WE hereby affirm that we are Guarantors and responsible to you, on behalf of the Supplier, up

Agreement

1.

the

Supplier a security:
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THIS AGREEMENT made the day of

WHEREAS

……………………… ……………………………., (hereinafter “the Guarantor”), have agreed to give the

to supply ……………………………………

